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Self-Control and Saving
for Retirement
In Lake Wobegone we believe in salting money away, not only as an investment
but also to remove it as a temptation.
Garrison Keillor'

Some experts have called for easing penalties on early withdrawalsfrom savings
plans, believing people will invest more if they know they can get their money if
they need it. But most Americans appear wary of such changes, fearful of the
temptation to raid their own nest eggs. Sixty percent of Americans say it is better
to keep, rather than loosen, legal restrictions on retirementplans so that people
don't use the moneyfor other things. Only 36 percent prefer to make it easier for
people to tap such savings before their retirement.
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challenges: making good decisions and sticking
to them. Economists have adopted optimistic assumptions on both
counts. The consumers in mainstreameconomic models are assumed
both to be exceptionally good decisionmakersand to be able to carry
out their plans. These economic assumptionsare dubious, particularly
in regardto saving for retirement.
First, economists overestimatesophisticationin decisionmaking.In
fact, numerousstudies have documentedthe very low level of financial
sophistication of the typical American consumer.3In a 1996 poll of
nonretiredAmericansover the age of twenty-six, the Employee Benefit
Research Institute (EBRI) found that only 32 percent had "tried to
figure out how much money [they would] need to have saved by the
time [they retired]so that [they could] live comfortablyin retirement."4
Second, economists assume that intentions and actions are aligned.
But examples of a systematic gap between intentions and actions
abound. Considerthe two pack a day cigarette smokerwho decided to
quit years ago but, despite ongoing attempts, still has not kicked the
habit. Consider the employee who perpetually arrives late at work,
resolving day after day to get up a little earlier in the future. In New
Year's resolutions, one commits to eat more healthily, exercise more
regularly,andwatchtelevision less frequently,butmanyof these promises fail. Such failuresconsistently arise in problemsinvolving delayed
gratification.The consumerresolves, plans, desires to avoid an activity
associatedwith instantaneousgratification,but subsequentlysuccumbs
to the temptation.Few people claim to have the opposite type of problem: smoking too few cigarettes, getting to work too early, or watching
too little television.5 Indeed, such problems are so unusualthat many
CONSUMERS FACE TWO

3. See, for example, Bernheim(1994, 1995); Farkasand Johnson(1997).
4. 1996 RetirementConfidenceSurvey, cosponsoredby the Employee Benefit Research Institute, MatthewGreenwaldand Associates, and the AmericanSavings Education Council;cited by Farkasand Johnson(1997, p. 34).
5. The eating disorder anorexia nervosa may representone of the few counterexamples to this claim. However, it is not clear that it should be conceptualizedas a
reversalof the delay of gratificationproblem.Anorexianervosais associatedwith both
short-termdisutility (hunger, malaise) and long-termdisutility (malnutrition,death).
Hence ratherthan yielding too much long-term felicity at the expense of short-term
felicity, the disorder leads to lower utility flows at all times. "Workaholics" may
provide a better, althoughstill imperfect,example of behaviorthat is characterizedby
too much investment.
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of them do not even seem intuitively plausible. People have a systematictendencyto err-as judged by their own standards-in the direction of instantaneousgratification.
The gap between intentions and actions is also evident in life-cycle
saving, and this is the focus of our paper. Three types of evidence
document the troubling temptationof immediate gratification.6First,
popularand professional financialadvice highlights the value of using
external commitments to prevent overconsumption.IFrom the New
YorkTimes, for example: "Use whatever means possible to remove a
set amountof money from your bank account each month before you
have a chance to spend it.' '8 Or from AmericanExpress: "If you wait
until the end of the month to put money into your investments, you'll
probablyencountermonthsin which there's nothingleft over. To keep
this from happening,pay yourself firstby having money set aside from
each paycheck into a savings accountor 401(k) plan."9 Financialplanners routinely advise their clients to cut up credit cards, to leave them
at home or in a safe deposit box, to use excess withholdingas a forced
saving device, and to use Christmasclubs, vacation clubs, and other
low-interest, low-liquidity goal clubs to regulate saving flows.10And
in 1995 Americanconsumersdepositedtheirholiday savings in roughly
10 million Christmasclub accounts.11Their use of such commitment
devices implies that consumers have, and are aware of, problems of
self-control.
Self-reportsaboutpreferredconsumptionpathsprovidea second type
of evidence for the gap between intentions and actions. Consumers
reporta preferencefor flat or rising real consumptionpaths, even when
the real interestrate is zero and the budgetconstraintis made explicit-

6. This evidence is reviewed in Laibson(1998).
7. Such advice may be directedprimarilyat people who have a problemsaving, and
so may not be generalizable.
8. DeborahM. Rankin, "How to Get Ready for Retirement:Save, Save, Save,"
New YorkTimes, March 13, 1993, p. 33 ("Your Money" column).
9. AmericanExpressFinancialAdvisors (1996, p. 14).
10. For interestingevidence on the relatively widespreaduse of intentionaloverwithholding, even in the absence of penalties for underwithholding,see Shapiro and
Slemrod (1995).

11. SimmonsMarketResearchBureau(1996).
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that is, higherfutureconsumptionimplies lower currentconsumption.12
But they actuallyimplementdownward-slopingconsumptionpathswhen
they arenot effectivelyliquidityconstrained.13 Moreover,in the late 1990s
the typicalbaby boomerhouseholdis savingwell below the raterequired
to financea standardof living in retirementcomparableto thatit currently
enjoys.14
Surveydata contrastingactualand normativesaving ratesprovidethe
thirdtype of evidencefor the gap betweenintentionsandactions.A 1997
surveyby PublicAgendafindsthat76 percentof respondentsbelieve that
they shouldbe saving more for retirement.15 Of those who feel thatthey
are at a point in their lives when they "should be seriously saving already," only 6 percentreportbeing "ahead" in their saving, while 55
percentreportbeing "behind."16 The reportconcludes:"The gaps between people's attitudes, intentions, and behavior are troubling and
threatenincreased insecurity and dissatisfactionfor people when they
retire.Americansaresimplynot doingwhatlogic-and theirown reasoning-suggests that they should be doing.'917These findingsecho a 1993
LuntzWebber-MerrillLynchsurveyof babyboomers(thatis, consumers
between the ages of twenty-nineand forty-seven).18Respondentswere
asked, "Whatpercentageof your annualhouseholdincome do you think
you should save for retirement?('Target saving')"; and then, "What
percentageof your annual household income are you now saving for
retirement?('Actual saving')." The medianreportedgap betweentarget
and actual saving is 10 percentand the mean gap is 11.1 percent;77.2
percentof respondentsbelieve thatthey aresavingtoo littlefor retirement,
and 70.7 percentbelieve thatthe shortfallrepresentsat least 5 percentof
12. Barsky and others (1997). See Loewenstein and Sicherman(1991) for related
evidence.
13. Gourinchasand Parker(1997).
14. Bernheim(1995). Bernheimpoints out that this calculationassumesa best case
scenario: he assumes that all savings are available for retirement,and that mortality
rates, tax rates, social securitybenefits, medicarebenefits, and healthcare costs do not
change during the next fifty years. For a critique of his calculations, see William G.
Gale, "Will the Baby Boom be Ready for Retirement?",BrookingsReview, Summer
1997, pp. 4-9.
15. Farkasand Johnson(1997, p. 9).
16. Farkasand Johnson(1997, p. 33).
17. Farkasand Johnson(1997, p. 27).
18. Analyzed in Bernheim(1995), from which the following numbersare taken.
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income. Only4.7 percentof respondentsreportthatthey aresavingabove
theirtargetrate.
Standardeconomic theories allow consumersto make mistakes but
imply thatthose mistakeswill not be systematic:they will tend not to lie
in the same direction.By contrast,the evidencereviewedabove indicates
thatmostconsumersview themselvesas savingtoo little. Suchsystematic,
self-acknowledgederrorcontradictsthe standardeconomic model of the
maximizingconsumer.19 This paperexploresan alternativemodel, from
the psychology literature,that can make sense of the apparentconflicts
betweenattitudes,intentions,andbehaviorin the domainof saving.
Researchon both animaland humanbehaviorhas led psychologiststo
concludethatshort-rundiscountratesaremuchhigherthanlong-runrates.
Such preferencesare formallymodelledwith discountfunctionsthat are
generalizedhyperbolas:events T periodsaway are discountedwith factor
with ox, y > 0. This discountstructuresets up a conflict
(I +
?UT) between today's preferencesand those that will be held in the future,
implyingthatpreferencesaredynamicallyinconsistent.Forexample,from
today's perspective,the discountrate betweentwo far off periods, t and
t + 1, is a long-termlow discountrate;however, fromthe time t perspective, it is a short-termhigh discount rate. This type of "change" in
preferenceis reflectedin manycommonexperiences.For example,today
one may desire to startan aggressivesaving plan next month(thatis, to
act patientlynext month), but when next month rolls around,one will
want to postponeany sacrificeby anothermonth.
Hence hyperbolicconsumerswill reporta gap betweenwhat they feel
they shouldsave and what they actuallydo save. Normativesaving rates
will lie above actualsaving rates, since short-runpreferencesfor instantaneous gratificationwill underminea consumer'seffort to implement
long-runoptimalplans. However,the hyperbolicconsumeris not doomed
to be an underachiever.Commitmentdevices suchas pensionsandilliquid
assets can help the hyperbolicconsumercommitto the patient,welfareenhancingcourse of action. The availabilityof illiquid assets is thus a
19. There is an alternativeinterpretationof this evidence. Consumersmay report
thatthey arebehindin their savingbecausethey would like to have more savings, ceteris
paribus(that is, they would like to have more savings, holding currentconsumption
constant). However, this interpretationwould not explain why consumerspreferrising
consumptionpaths-holding the net presentvalue of the consumptionstreamconstantbut actuallyimplementdownward-slopingconsumptionpaths.
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criticaldeterminantof nationalsaving rates, as well as of consumerwelfare. But too much illiquiditycan be problematic.Consumersface substantialuninsurablelabor income risk and need liquid assets to smooth
theirconsumption.Hyperbolicagentsseek financialinstrumentsthatstrike
the rightbalancebetweencommitmentand flexibility.
The hyperbolicmodel helps us to analyzethe problemof undersaving
in the UnitedStates. It enableseconomiststo assess the likely magnitude
of undersavingand to identifythe types of financialinstrumentsthatwill
alleviatethe problem.For example, one goal of this paperis to evaluate
tax-deferreddefined contribution(DC) pension plans. We ask whether
these instrumentsincrease national saving and consumerwelfare, and
whetherthey are more effective in an economy populatedby consumers
with problemsof self-control.
To answersuch questions,we develop and calibratea numericalsimulationmodel. We build our frameworkon three organizingprinciples.
The first two echo the approachof Eric Engen, WilliamGale, and John
Scholz, who also use a simulationmodel to evaluatethe efficacy of taxdeferredDC pension plans.20First, our model adoptsthe standardtechnological assumptionsof mainstreamconsumptionmodels, such as those
originallydevelopedby ChristopherCarrolland Angus Deaton.21 These
authorsassume a realisticincome process and incompletemarkets:consumerscannotborrowagainstuncertainfuturelaborincome. Second, we
includetwo illiquidretirementassetsin a consumer'sportfolio:an illiquid
definedbenefit pension plan and a partiallyilliquid DC plan. The third
assumption-the fundamentalinnovationin ourpaper-is thatconsumers
have hyperbolicdiscountfunctions.We show thatthe hyperbolicassumption has importantimplicationsfor both positive and normativeconclusions about saving behavior. Our analysis complementsthe large and
active empiricalliteratureon the efficacy of tax-deferredsaving instrumentssuch as IndividualRetirementAccounts(IRAs)and401(k) plans.22
We do not come down firmlyon one side or the other, but insteadfind
that one's conclusions about the efficacy of these instrumentsdepend
criticallyon poorlyidentifiedfeaturesof consumerpreferences.
As we are the firstto simulatethe behaviorof a hyperbolicconsumer
20. Engen, Gale, and Scholz (1994).
21. See Carroll(1992) and Deaton (1991).
22. For reviews of this literature,see Hubbardand Skinner(1996); Poterba,Venti,
and Wise (1995); Engen, Gale, and Scholz (1996).
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facing a realisticlife-cycle decision problem,we evaluatethe empirical
validity of the hyperbolicmodel before turningto the efficacy of taxdeferredDC pension plans. We first describe the hyperbolicdiscount
functionandmotivateouruse of it. Thenwe presentoursimulationmodel.
Next, we describeour calibrationdecisions, compareour choices with
those of Engen, Gale, and Scholz, and discuss some of the theoretical
problemsthat constrainour calibrationchoices. We then show that the
calibratedone asset (thatis, no DC pensionplan)hyperboliceconomyis
nearlyindistinguishablefrom the equivalentexponentialeconomy. However, we do identify two phenomenathat differ between the calibrated
one asset hyperbolicand exponentialeconomies:hyperbolicconsumers
aremorelikely to face bindingliquidityconstraintsandthey areexpected
to exhibitthe missingprecautionarysaving effects documentedby Karen
Dynan.23

When we introducea second asset, a DC pension modeled after a
401(k), we find thathyperbolicconsumersshow a greaterresponsiveness
than exponentialconsumers,reflectedin both largersaving effects and
largerwelfare effects. Our results are sensitive to the calibrationof the
coefficientof relativerisk aversion:highervalues significantlyreducethe
DC planeffects in bothexponentialandhyperboliceconomies.We discuss
the robustnessof our findings and conclude with directionsfor future
research.

Hyperbolic Discount Functions
There is a systematic conflict between actors' long- and short-term
preferences. When two alternativerewardsare far away in time, decisionmakerswill generally act relatively patiently:for example, I prefer
to take a thirty-minutework break in 101 days, ratherthan a fifteenminute breakin one hundreddays. But when both rewardsare brought
forward in time, decisionmakersreverse their preferences, becoming
more impatient:I preferto take a fifteen-minutebreakright now, rather
than a thirty-minutebreak tomorrow. Evidence of such reversals has
been found in experimentsusing a wide rangeof real rewards,including
23. Dynan (1993).
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money, durable goods, fruit juice, sweets, video rentals, relief from
noxious noise, and access to video games.24
A numberof authorshave used multiple-self frameworksto model
this gap between short-andlong-termpreferences.25They highlightthe
conflict between the long-run desire to be patient and the short-run
desire for instantaneousgratification.This conflict can be capturedin a
particularlyparsimonious fashion by allowing discount functions to
decline at a steeper rate in the short run than in the long run. The data
supportthis intuition. Whenresearchersuse subjectchoices to estimate
the shape of the discount function, the estimates consistently approximategeneralizedhyperbolas:events T periodsaway arediscountedwith
factor (1 + cxT)wY/a, with ox, y > 0.26 This observationwas first made
by Shin-Ho Chungand RichardHerrnsteinin relationto animalbehavior." Their conclusions were later shown to apply to human subjects
as well.28
Figure 1 graphsthe standardexponentialdiscountfunction(assuming
the discount factor 8 = 0.951), the generalized hyperbolic discount
function (assuming t

=

25 x 104, y

=

104), and the quasi-hyperbolic

discount function-an analytically convenient approximationof the
generalizedhyperbola.The quasi-hyperbolicfunctionis a discretetime
function with values {11,13, 82, 183, ...}; figure 1 plots the case of 1
=

0.85 and 8 = 0.964.29 The discrete points of the quasi-hyperbolic

24. See, for example, Solnick and others (1980); Navarick(1982); Millar and Navarick (1984); King and Logue (1987); Kirby and Herrnstein(1995); Kirby and Marakovic (1995, 1996); Kirby(1997); Read andothers(1998). For a partisanreview of this
literature,see Ainslie (1992); for a critique, see Mulligan(1997).
25. See, for example, ThalerandShefrin(1981); Schelling (1984); Loewensteinand
Prelec (1992); Hoch and Loewenstein(1991); Akerlof (1991); Ainslie (1992); Laibson
(1994, 1996, 1997a);O'Donoghueand Rabin(1997a, 1997b).
26. See Loewensteinand Prelec (1992) for an axiomaticderivationof this discount
function.
27. Chungand Herrnstein(1967) claim that the appropriatediscountfunction is an
exact hyperbola:events T periods away are given a weight that is directly proportional
to 1/. This discount function describeswell-definedpreferencesas long as time-dated
goods are evaluatedstrictlybefore the good is actuallyconsumed. The exact hyperbola
generates the same discount rates as the generalized hyperbola when (x = -y -_ c.

28. See Ainslie (1992) for a survey.
29. This discountfunctionwas firstanalyzedby PhelpsandPollak(1968). However,
theirapplicationis one of imperfectintergenerationalaltruism,and the discountfactors
apply to nonoverlappinggenerationsof a dynasty. Following Laibson(1997a), we apply
this discountfunctionto an intrapersonalproblemand assumethat the horizonis finite.
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Figure 1. Exponential, Hyperbolic, and Quasi-Hyperbolic Discount Functions:
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a. Figure plots three discount functionis:exponential: &T, with 8 = 0.951I and r representingthe year; hyper-bolic:(I +
with et = 25 X 104 and y = 104; and quasi-hyperbolic: I1, 8,
8
,, ., .
with 3 = 0.85 and 8 = 0.964.

r)-Y',

function have been joined in figure 1. When 0 < 3 < 1, the quasihyperbolic discount structuremimics the qualitative propertiesof the
hyperbolicdiscount function, while maintainingmost of the analytical
tractabilityof the exponentialdiscountfunction. We returnto this point
below.
Hyperbolic discount functions imply discount rates that decline as
the discountedevent is moved furtheraway in time. Events in the near
future are discounted at a higher implicit discount rate than events in
the distant future. Given a discount function, f(T), the instantaneous
discount rate T periods in the futureis defined as
Phelps and Pollak assume an infinite horizon, which admits a continuumof equilibria;
see Laibson (1994).
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f(T)

f(T)

Hence an exponentialdiscount function, 6Tr is characterizedby a constant discount rate, ln(1/8), while the generalized hyperbolic discount
function is characterizedby an instantaneousdiscount rate that falls as
T

rises:

1 +

wT

Psychologists andeconomistsbelieve thatsuchdecliningdiscountrates,
even if unanticipated, are importantin generating problems of selfregulation.30

These problems arise because hyperbolic discount functions induce
dynamically inconsistent preferences. From the perspective of period
0, the relevant discount rate for trade-offs in period t is y/(1 + at).
However, from the perspective of period t, the relevant discount rate
for trade-offs at period t is y/(l + t *0), which is greaterthan y/(l +
at). Hence an individual's preferencesat period0 differ from the same
individual's preferencesat period t. Self 0 preferspatienttrade-offs at
period t, but self t disagrees. In this sense, the hyperbolicconsumeris
involved in a decision that sets up an intrapersonalstrategic struggle.
Early selves would like to commit later selves to honorthe preferences
of those early selves; however, later selves do their best to maximize
their own interests. Economistshave modeled this situationas an intrapersonalgame played amongthe consumer'stemporallysituatedselves.
Hyperbolicdiscount functions have recently been used to explain a
wide range of anomalouseconomic choices, includingprocrastination,
deadlines, drug addiction, retirementtiming, and undersaving.31But
despite the new developmentsin this literature,hyperbolicmodels are
still much cruderthan their exponential analogs. Intrapersonalgames
involve much greateranalytic complexity than analogous nonstrategic
intertemporalmaximization, and this has hinderedthe developmentof
rich, and hence realistic, hyperbolic analysis. This paperpartlycloses
30. See Ainslie (1975, 1986, 1992); Prelec (1989); Loewensteinand Prelec (1992);
O'Donoghueand Rabin (1997a, 1997b).
31. See, for example, Akerlof (1991); Barro(1997); Diamondand Koszegi (1998);
Laibson (1994,1996,1997a); O'Donoghueand Rabin(1997a, 1997b).
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the gap by introducing a hyperbolic model whose richness matches
contemporaryexponential models of consumptionover the life cycle.
Ourapproachrepresentsa behavioralalternativethatcan be calibrated,
andits quantitativeempiricalpredictionscan be compareddirectlywith
those of the leading exponential consumptionmodels. The model can
also generate quantitative forecasts and welfare analysis for policy
proposals.

The Model
In the rest of this paper, we develop andevaluatea simulationmodel
of the behaviorof hyperbolicconsumers. Simulationsare a criticaltool
for forecastingthe long-termeffects of newly implementedpolicies and
for evaluating the short- and long-term effects of untestedpolicy proposals. Our simulationapproachhas a majorshortcomingthat we wish
to flag in advance: we adopt the standardeconomic assumption of
unlimited sophistication in problem solving. The consumers in our
model solve perfectly a complex backwardsinduction problem when
making choices about consumptionand asset allocation.
We chose this approachfor two reasons. First, the assumptionof
perfectrationalityis the naturalbenchmarkfor an economist. We make
this assumption not because it necessarily aptly describes consumer
behavior, but ratherbecause it representsthe startingpoint for all economic analysis. Second, even if one wanted to weaken assumptions
about consumer sophistication, it is not clear how to do so in a parsimonious and realistic fashion. While economists and psychologists
have a great deal of evidence that consumersare not perfectly rational,
they do not necessarily know what alternativeto rationalityshould be
adopted. There are no well-developed boundedrationalitymodels applicable to the problemof life-cycle saving.32
We are sympathetic to one alternative, first proposed by Robert
32. We are keenly interestedin the recentdevelopmentsin the reinforcementlearning literature;for example, Erev and Roth (1998); Camererand Ho (1997). However,
such reinforcementmodels are difficult to apply to the analysis of saving decisions,
since it is not clear why, or even if, saving decisions are rewardingin the short run.
Perhapsthe lack of short- and medium-runreinforcementprovides an explanationfor
undersaving.
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Strotz and more recently studied by George Akerlof and Edward
O'Donoghue and Matthew Rabin.33These authors suggest that decisionmakers with dynamically inconsistent preferences make current
choices under the false belief that later selves will act in the interests
of the currentself. This modeling approachassumesthat consumersdo
not foresee that they will hit the snooze button on their alarmclocks,
despite the fact that they have consistently done so in the past. O'Donoghue andRabincall such consumersnaifs. The naif assumptionstrikes
us as extreme, and perhapsno more believable than the assumptionof
perfectsophistication.Both naifs andsophisticatesareassumedto solve
perfectly a backwardsinduction problem:the naifs with rosy beliefs
about the good behavior of future selves ("I will not procrastinateon
the next project"), andthe sophisticateswith correctbeliefs ("I always
procrastinate").Neitherapproachseems precisely correctto us, but we
focus on the sophisticatemodel.34
An Individual's Consumption Problem

Taking our cue from the contemporaryconsumptionliterature,we
explicitly model the rich array of constraints and stochastic income
events thatconsumersface. Such rich models are not analyticallytractable, and therefore they require numerical analysis. Our simulation
frameworkfollows most closely the work of Engen, Gale, and Scholz;
we highlight the assumptionsthat distinguishour analysis from theirs.
We divide the presentationof the model into seven domains: demographics, income, bequests, asset allocation, taxes, preferences, and
equilibrium.
DEMOGRAPHICS. The economy is populatedby consumers who face
a time-varying, exogenous hazardrate of survival st, where t indexes
age. Consumerslive for a maximumof T + N periods, where T and
N are exogenous variablesthat representthe maximumlengths of preretirementlife and retirement,respectively. If a consumer is alive at
age 20 < t ' T, that consumer is in the workforce. If a consumer is
alive at age T < t ' T + N, that consumeris retired. We assume that
33. Strotz (1956); Akerlof (1991); O'Donoghueand Rabin (1997a, 1997b).
34. Had we chosen the naif model, we would probablyhave found smaller effects
of DC plans for hyperbolicconsumers. Naifs do not value the commitmentproperties
of DC plans, because they think that futureselves will act in the interestof the current
self.
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economic life begins at twenty anddo not model consumptiondecisions
before this age.
We divide our population into three educational categories: consumers without a high school diploma, high school graduates, and
college graduates. We take education to be exogenous and assign a
differentpreretirementlife (T), retirementduration(N), labor income
process, and bequest process to each category.
LABOR INCOME. Laboreffort is suppliedinelastically. Let Ytrepresent
labor income when 20 c t c T, and defined benefit pension income
when T < t c T + N. Let yt ln(Y,). We refer to yt as labor income,
regardlessof whether it is a preretirementwage payment or a postretirementdefined benefit pension payment. During working life,
(1)

y, = fw(t) + uWp

wheref"(t) is a cubic polynomial in age, uw = ouw1 + Ew, andEw is
normallydistributed,N (0, rw).During retirement,
(2)

Yt

=fR(t)

? u9,

wheref(t) is linear in age and uR is distributedN(O, Uk2).The elements
, fR(. ), and UR-vary across eduot
of the income process-fw(.), a,
cational categories.
Except for the stochasticcomponentof retirementincome, our labor
income process replicatesthat used by Glenn Hubbard,JonathanSkinner, and Stephen Zeldes, and Engen, Gale, and Scholz.3s We choose
not to use the integratedlaborincome process adoptedby Carroll,since
we cannot take advantageof his technique of eliminating a state variable.36We are preventedfrom doing so by the fact that our problemis
not scalable, because we consider simulationswith investment-capped
tax-deferred assets-for example, IRAs or 401(k)s-and fixed tax
brackets.
BEQUESTS. Consumersreceive bequests throughouttheir lives. We
would have liked to make bequests a state variable, but to keep the
model computationallytractable(the model alreadyhas three state variables: labor income, liquid assets, and assets in a DC pension plan),
we instead assumethat bequests at time t are independentof the history
of bequests. We believe that this assumptioncreates relatively little
35. Hubbard,Skinner, and Zeldes (1995); Engen, Gale, and Scholz (1994).
36. Carroll(1992).
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distortionin our results, since for the typical real world consumer, the
timing andmagnitudesof bequestsaredifficultto predictfarin advance,
and the numberof bequestsreceived over a lifetime should be modeled
as a stochastic variable. In an ideal model, the probabilityof bequest
realizationswould be negatively autocorrelated.
We assumethatthe hazardrateof receiving a bequestdependssolely
on the age of the consumerand not on the priorhistory of bequests:
(3)
p(t) = Prob(q< h(t) I q - N(0, U2)),
where h(-) is a cubic polynomial. This is a standardprobitformulation.
Conditionalon receiving a bequest, the naturallogarithmof the value
of the bequest, ln(B,) b(t), is given by
b(t) = g(t) + m,t

(4)

where g(t) is a cubic polynomial in age, and t is distributedN(0, U2).
The polynomials h(-) and g( ) vary across educationcategories.
Ourbequest process contrastswith that of Engen, Gale, and Scholz,
who assume deterministicand homogenous bequests. In their model,
all forty-five year olds receive identical bequests, regardlessof educational level, and consumersat all other ages receive no bequests.
ASSETS AND THE DYNAMIC BUDGET CONSTRAINT. We have discussed
above the income flows associatedwith definedbenefitpensions;those
flows appearin Y,. We now consider DC pensions and regular liquid
assets. We focus on the special case in which the DC pension is a
stylized version of an IRA or a 401(k).
Let X, representliquid asset holdings at age t. Let Zt representthe
DC plan. The dynamic budget constraintis given by
(S)

Xt+1

+

Zt+1

=

R(Xt

+

Zt

+

Yt

+

Mt

-

ct

-

Tt

+

Bt+,)g

where R is the gross pretax interest rate, 1 + r; Bt+, is bequests,
received on January1 of year t + 1; Ytis labor income, received on
December 31 of year t; M, is the employermatchingcontributionto the
DC plan, received on December 31 of year t; Ct is consumption, chosen

on December 31 of year t; and Tt is taxes, including penalties for
preretirementwithdrawalsfrom the DC plan, chosen on December 31
of year t.

Let It representthe employee contributionto the DC plan. Thus the
dynamic budget constraintcan be expressed
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R[Xt + (Zt + It + Mt)
+ Yt

-

It -

Ct-

Tt+

Bt+1],

where Z,+I = R(Z, + It + Me).

Our assumptionsabout the DC plan, including the matchingprovisions, are motivatedby existing 401(k) regulationsand are summarized
as follows:
It ' $10,000.
I ' 0 then M, = 0.
It > 0, then Mt = min{tI,, 44Y,}.
-If It < 0 and t < 60, then the consumerpays a tax penalty of wI,.
-If I, < 0, then the consumer declares additionaltaxable income
of It.
-If
-If

-I<
0ift> T.
In words, these rules imply that the employee contributionmust be
less than or equal to $10,000; if the employee contributionis negative,
matching does not occur; if the employee contribution is positive,
matchingis equal to 4 times the employee contribution,cappingout at
(4sY,; if the employee withdraws money from the 401(k) before age
sixty, then the employee pays a tax penalty of 100w percent of the
withdrawal;withdrawalsfrom the 401(k) count as taxable income; and
no furthercontributionsto the 401(k) are allowed after retirement.37
We assume that employers offset their match payments with a reductionin preretirementlaborincome payments.This reductionapplies
to all workers, whetheror not they contributeto the DC plan. Specifically, we reduce all preretirementlabor income payments by a fixed
percentage, A, such that match paymentsplus labor income payments
in the new steady state with the DC plan are equal to labor income
paymentsin the original steady state with no DC plan. We performthis
calculationseparatelyfor each educationalgroup. Note that the size of
the adjustmentdepends on the saving decisions of consumers, so that
we have to calculate a different adjustmentfactor for each simulation.
FindingA requiresnumericallysolving a fixed point problem;A has to
be adjustedto offset the level of realizedmatchpayments,and the equilibriumlevel of realizedmatchpaymentsdependson the value of A.
37. The assumptionabout the employee contributioncap may be too generous, as
many workersare constrainedby limits set by the firmbelow the IRS limit of approximately $10,000.
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Following Engen, Gale, and Scholz, we assume that in all periods,
both the X assets and the Z assets are boundedbelow by zero:

x> 0

These assumptionsdo not preclude borrowing against X collateral to
invest in a DC plan, since the collateral and the debt are both in the X
account. However, we rule out borrowing that uses the Z asset as
collateral. While many 401(k) plans do have facilities for this type of
borrowing, they are generally highly restrictive, as discussed below.
TAXES. Consumersface a progressivetax structure.Taxable income
is

Yt-

it

t

?

which capturesthe tax deductiblenatureof contributionsto the DC plan.
Recall thatR and r are the gross and net interestrates, respectively.
PREFERENCES. The total utility of self t is given by
T+N-t
Ut

=

U(Ct)

+

C

bi

E
=l

st+j)

u(Ct+i),

j=l

where u( ) is an isoelastic utility function with coefficient of relative
risk aversion p. Recall that s, is the probabilityof surviving to age t
conditional on being alive at age t - 1. These preferences imply no
bequest motive, and hence realized bequests are purely accidental.38
To develop an intuition for the parameters 3 and 8, consider the
special case in which st is equal to unity for all t. Self t's preferences
reduce to
T+N-t

U, = U(C,) + C Ebiu(Ct+i).

The discountfunctionis the quasi-hyperbolicfunctiondescribedabove.
Note that the discount factor between adjacentperiods n and n + 1
38. In our model, bequest receipts are exogenously specified. We assume that the
difference between exogenous bequest receipts and endogenous accidental bequests
reflects estate taxes. Note that consumerswould leave no accidentalbequestsif a sufficiently fair annuitymarketexisted.
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representsthe weight placed on utils at time n + 1 relativeto the weight
placed on utils at time n. From the perspective of self t, the discount
factor between periods t and t + 1 is j3b, but the discount factor that
applies between any two later periods is 6. Since we take 3 to be less
than one, this implies a short-termdiscount rate greaterthan the longterm discount rate.
Later selves will not validate these preferences. Continuingto assume 100 percent survival, the total utility of self t + 1 is given by
T+N-(t+
Ut+1=

U(Ct+1)

+

(

E

1)
biu(Ct+

1 +).

Fromthe perspectiveof self t + 1, (3bis the relevantdiscountfactor
between periods t + 1 and t + 2. Hence selves t and t + 1 disagree
aboutthe desired level of patience at time t + 1.
When the survival hazardrates are included, this discount structure
is only slightly altered. From the perspective of self t, the discount
factor at time t + 1 is bsts+; from self t + 2's perspective, it is PS,+2.
EQUILIBRIUM. The dynamic inconsistency in preferencesimplies that
the consumptionproblem can not be treated as a straightforwarddynamic optimizationproblem. Late selves will not implementthe policies that are optimal from the perspective of early selves. Following
the work of Strotz, we model consumptionchoices as an intrapersonal
game.39 Selves {20, 21, . . ., T ? N - 1, T + N} are the players.
Takingthe strategiesof other selves as given, self t picks a strategyfor
time t that is optimal from its own perspective. This strategy is a
mappingfrom the state variables, {t, X, Z, Y}, to {C, X, Z}. An equilibrium is a fixed point in the strategy space, such that all strategies are
optimal given the strategiesof the other players. We restrictour focus
to Markov equilibria and solve for the equilibriumstrategies using a
numericallyimplementedbackwardsinductionalgorithm.
Our choice of the quasi-hyperbolicdiscount function simplifies the
induction algorithm. Let Vt,t+ I representthe time t + 1 continuation
payoff function of self t. Thus the objective function of self t is
(7)

u(Ct) + 3bs,Et+Ej[V,,t+(Xt+I,
Zt+I, Y,+1)].
39. Strotz (1956).
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Self t chooses Ct to maximize this expression. The time t continuation
payoff function of self t - 1 can be calculated as
(8)

Vt-,1t(Xt, Zt, Y,) = u(C)

+ st+,1Et[Vt,t+,1(Xt+,1,Zt+1 Yt+,1)]

where Ct is the consumptionchosen by self t. The inductioncontinues
in this way. The dynamic inconsistency in preferencesis evident from
the fact that a 3 term appears in equation 7, reflecting the discount
factor of self t between periods t and t + 1, but does not appear in
equation8, since self t - 1 does not use the 3 factorto discountbetween
periods t and t + 1.

Equations7 and 8 jointly define a functional equationthat is not a
contractionmapping.Hence the standarddynamicprogrammingresults
do not apply to this problem. Specifically, V does not inheritconcavity
from u, the objective function is not single peaked, and the policy
functions are in general discontinuousand nonmonotonic.40We adopt
a numericallyefficient solution algorithm,based on local grid searches,
which iteratesourfunctionalequationin the presenceof these nonstandardproperties.We documentsome of the nonstandardpropertiesbelow.

Calibration
In this section we discuss our calibrationdecisions, except for the
choice of preferenceparameters.Most of this analysis is standard,and
those who desire instantaneousgratificationmay jumpto the discussion
of preferenceparametercalibrationwithout loss of continuity.
DEMOGRAPHICS. In our model, consumers live for a maximum of
ninety years (T + N), although they do not enter the work force or
make economically meaningfuldecisions until age twenty. The conditional hazardrates of survival are taken from the life tables of the U.S.
National Center for Health Statistics, which report the probabilityof
living to age t + 1, conditional on having lived to age t.41 This oneyear survival probability is close to 1 through age seventy, drops to
96.3 percentby age eighty, and to 67.6 percentby age eighty-nine.
40. See Laibson(1997b).
41. U.S. NationalCenterfor HealthStatistics (1994).
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Following Engen, Gale, andScholz, we use survivalratesfor a single
individual, even thoughthe consumersin our model are in fact abstractions of multipersonhouseholds. Conceptually,our model assumesthat
households are of fixed size, and that all membersof the household die
when the head dies. We chose not to model the mortality of both
spouses, to avoid an additionalstate variable.42
We calculate educationalgrouppopulationweights from the Michigan Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID), and replicate the assumptionof Engen, Gale, and Scholz that these weights are approximately 0.25 for high school dropouts, 0.50 for high school graduates,
and 0.25 for college graduates.
LABOR AND PENSION INCOME. We define income as pretax nonasset
income. We include labor income and transferssuch as aid to families
with dependentchildren, supplementalsecurityincome, workers'compensation, and unemploymentinsurance. Our definition is therefore
broaderthan that of Engen and Gale, who use only labor earnings, or
that of Hubbard,Skinner, and Zeldes, who add only unemployment
insurancepaymentsto labor income.43
The sampleof householdsis takenfrom the PSID. We use the family
files for the interview years between 1980 and 1992. We exclude all
households where the head is younger than twenty years of age, that
reportannualincome of less than $1,000 (in 1990 dollars, deflatedby
the ConsumerPriceIndexfor urbanconsumers),or thathave any crucial
variable missing.44To calculate preretirementincome, we follow the
approachof Bernheim, Skinner, and Steven Weinberg, who define a
year as preretirementif any household memberworks 1,500 hours or
more in that or any subsequent year.45A household is retired if no
42. Our approachengenders two subtle biases in opposite directions. On the one
hand, it may yield too much simulatedretirementsaving, because the model implicitly
rules out insuranceeffects thatarise when spouses have independentmortalityoutcomes;
an n-personmarriagecreatesa partialannuitythatbecomes perfectas n goes to infinity.
On the other hand, our mortalityassumptionmay imply too little simulatedretirement
saving, because widows and widowers have expenses that fell by less than 50 percent
when their spouses died.
43. Engen and Gale (1993); Hubbard,Skinner,and Zeldes (1994, 1995).
44. We believe that reportedincome of less than$1,000 is likely to reflecta coding
or reportingerror.Recall thatby our definition,incomeincludesall governmenttransfers.
45. Bernheim,Skinner, and Weinberg(1997).
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memberworks more than 500 hours in the currentyear or in any year
in the future.46
We estimate the regression equation
(9)

yit = al (FS)it + (1, age, age2, age3) 0t2

+

oL3 (TE)it

+ (cohortdummies)oc, + jti
by weighted least squares, using the PSID population weights. We
estimatethe equationtwice, once for households in the laborforce and
once for retired households. Log income of individual i at time t is
determinedby a family size effect (FS)it, a polynomial in age, a time
effect (TE)it,and a cohort effect. We specify the polynomial as a cubic
for the preretirementregressionandlinearfor the postretirementregression. Following Pierre-OlivierGourinchasand JonathanParker,and to
circumvent the problem that age, time, and birth year are perfectly
correlated, we assume that the time effect is related to the business
cycle and can be proxied by the unemploymentrate.47We use the
unemploymentrate in the household's state of residence, taken from
the worldwide web page of the Bureauof LaborStatistics. Our cohort
effects control for birth year, to account for permanentdifferences in
productivitythat affect cohorts in different ways.48We use five-year
age cohorts, the oldest born in the period 1910-14 and the youngest
born in 1970-74. Table 1 reportsthe income regressions for each educational group.
We calculatefwandf -the polynomialsin the model of the previous
section-by setting the cohort, family size, and unemploymenteffects
equal to the sample means. This allows us to recover the age-specific
effect for a householdthat has a constantsize, experiences no business
cycle effects, and has a constant cohort effect over the life cycle.49
Figure 2 plots the exponentiatedvalues off' andfR for the three educational categories.
To study the stochastic componentof preretirementnonassethouse46. Household-yearsthat meet neither of these conditions are dropped from the
regressionanalysis.
47. Gourinchasand Parker(1997).
48. See Attanasioand Weber (1993) for a discussion of cohorteffects.
49. Ourmodel precludesvariationin householdsize over the life cycle. If we were
to includefamily size effects, the simulationswould generatelower saving amongyoung
households.
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Table 1. EstimatedAge-IncomeProfiles from Regressionsa
Independent
variable

High school
dropouts

Laborforce householdsb
Age

College
graduates

High school
graduates

0.059
(0.033)

0.058
(0.018)

0.224
(0.026)

Age2/100

-0.034
(0.079)

-0.017
(0.044)

-0.388
(0.061)

Age3/10,000

-0.030
(0.061)

-0.055
(0.034)

0.211
(0.045)

Othereffectsc

8.557

8.835

6.776

- 0.007
(0.003)

-0.008
(0.004)

-0.034
(0.009)

9.673

10.158

12.399

Retiredhouseholdsd
Age
Othereffectsc

Source: Authors' calculations based on data from the Michigan Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID), 1980-92.
a. Dependent variable is the natural log of nonasset household income. Panel spans 1980-92. Standard errors are in
parentheses.
b. A household is in the labor force if any member works 1,500 hours in the current year or in any future year.
c. Includes a constant plus the effects of cohort dummies, family size, and the unemployment rate in the household's
state of residence, evaluated with each regressor set equal to its sample mean.
d. A household is retired if no member works more than 500 hours in the current year or in any future year.

hold income, we exploit the panel dimension of the PSID. We model
the unexplained part of measured nonasset income

(tit)

as the sum of

an individualfixed effect, a firstorderautoregressiveprocess (ytD,and
a purely transitoryshock (vit), which representsmeasurementerror:
ti

4i

+Ult

+

Vit =

14i

+

(XUiWt1

+

Eiw +

Vit.

The individualfixed effect is includedto accountfor permanentdifferences in income that are not completely capturedby the educational
categories, such as differences in humancapital and earningability. It
is necessaryto include the individualeffect in this equationto correctly
estimate the persistenceof income shocks. However, we set it equal to
zero in our actual simulations. This latter decision is dictatedby computationalconsiderations,since our problemis not scalable and would
have to be solved for every value of the fixed effect.
Let o2 be the variance of the transitoryshock v, and let U2 be the
variance of EW. Also, let Covkrepresentthe theoretical
E(AttAttk)
autocovariancesof At. Then
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Figure 2. EstimatedAge-IncomeProfilesa
Income(thousandsof 1990dollars)
graduate
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Highschoolgraduate

school dr-opout
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Age
Source:See table 1.
a. Figuireplots estimated nonasset household income, by age and educationalgroLIp. Values are calculated from a regressionof
the naturallog of income on a cubic polynomial in age, cohort dummies, family size, and the unemploymentrate in the houisehold's state of residence. Figureplots age effects, with other regressorsset equal to their means. See table I for details.

Covo = 2cr2 /(1 + ot) + 2ur2

Covy = -

2 (I

COVd =

4).

-

ca)/(I

-

+ ct) -

U2

4/(1 +

We estimate the parameterscr2, cr2, and oausing weighted generalized methodof moments(GMM), minimizingthe distancebetween the
theoretical and empirical first twelve autocovariances.The estimated
parametersare presentedin table 2. Because we include an individual
fixed effect (and possibly also because of the different definition of
income), these estimatedprocesses are much less persistentthan those
estimatedby Hubbard,Skinner, and Zeldes, and a little less persistent
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Table 2. EstimatedAge-IncomeProcess Parametersfor Householdsin the Labor
Forcea

Parameter
at

Varianceof e
Varianceof v

High school
dropouts

High school
graduates

College
graduates

0.511
(0.013)
0.073
(0.012)
0.043
(0.008)

0.688
(0.004)
0.052
(0.005)
0.024
(0.003)

0.686
(0.009)
0.059
(0.005)
0.013
(0.007)

Source: Authors' calculations based on data from the PSID, 1980-92.
a. A household is in the labor force if any member works 1,500 hours in the current year or in any future year.
Characteristics are from the following panel regression model:
y j, = oq(FS)it + (1, age, age2, age3) a2 + 0(3(TE)i, + (cohort dummies) a4 + it
ti, = ti + Uit + uit = ?i + aU ,t-i + uj,,,
where yi, is the natural log of nonasset income of household i in year t, (FS)i, is a family size effect, (TE)it is a time effect
given by the unemployment rate in the household's home state, and (jt is a disturbance term. The coefficient oxand the
variances of e and v are estimated using the generalized method of moments. Standarderrors are in parentheses.

than that used by Engen, Gale, and Scholz.50 To calibrate the stochastic
component of postretirement income, we set U2 = 0.05, a value some-

what lower than that of U2 . Most authorsdo not assume any stochastic
componentin pension income. We do so for technicalreasons:income
uncertaintyreducesbehavioralpathologies-such as nonmonotonicities
and discontinuitiesin the consumptionfunction-in dynamic games.5 1
To calculatethe typical retirementage by educationalgroup, we look
at PSID householdsthatexperiencedthe transitionto retirementduring
the sample period. We record the age of each household head in the
last year when any member of the household worked more than 500
hours. We then calculate the mean of these retirementages within each
educationalgroup. Finally, we assumethateach of the simulatedhouseholds retires at the mean age for its respective educationalgroup. For
households whose head did not graduatefrom high school, the simulated retirementage is sixty-one; for those with high school graduate
and college graduateheads, the mean ages are sixty-three and sixtyfive, respectively.
Given our income estimates, the implicit mean replacementrates at
retirementare 41 percent for the low-education group, 45 percent for
high school graduates,and 55 percentfor college graduates(or relative
to the average of the highest three years' earnings while in the labor
50. Hubbard,Skinner, and Zeldes (1994); Engen, Gale, and Scholz (1994).
51. See Laibson(1997b).
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force, 38 percent, 38 percent, and 47 percent, respectively). The replacement rates at retirement are therefore higher for the collegeeducatedgroup, contraryto the calibrationof Engen, Gale, and Scholz.
However, since real retirementincome falls faster for this group, the
ratio of average retirementincome to the average of the highest three
years' earnings is smaller for highly educatedhouseholds: 31 percent
comparedwith 41 percentfor the other educationalcategories.
BEQUESTS. To estimate the age distributionof inheritances, we use
datafrom the 1984 PSID. In thatyear, respondentswere asked whether
they had received a bequest during the past five years. However, the
PSID does not contain informationon the source of bequests. In order
to correct for intrahouseholdbequests, we set to zero the inheritances
received by householdsfor which the maritalstatusof the headchanged
from marriedto widowed over the previous seven years.52
We run a probit regression to estimate age-dependentprobabilities
of receiving a bequest. The independentvariables are a third degree
polynomial in age, a constant, and two educationaldummy variables.
We assume that the age polynomial is the same for each of the three
educationalgroups, but allow for differentmeans. We do not estimate
a separateregressionfor each group, because there are very few observations for some groups at certain ages. The regression results are
reported in table 3, and the probabilities of receiving a bequest are
plotted in figure3. Ourestimationprocedureyields the expected humpshapedpatternof bequests, but the peakprobabilitiesoccur at age sixtyseven, suggesting that the parentsof these recipients die in their nineties. This puzzle is mitigatedby the fact that, in general, bequests are
not received until both parentshave died.
We also estimate the age profile of bequest magnitudes(conditional
on having received a bequest). To do so, we restrict the sample to
households with positive bequests. We estimate a regression for the
naturallogarithmof bequests on educationdummiesand a thirddegree
polynomialin age. Figure4 plots the exponentiationof this polynomial,
and table 3 also reportsthe associated regressionresults, including the
estimatedvarianceof the disturbanceterm that is used to calibratecr2.
The bequest magnitudesshow a sharprise late in life, which is driven
52. Note that this method eliminates spousal bequests irrespectiveof whetherthe
decedentwas formerlythe head of the household.The correctioneliminatessixty of the
462 reportedbequests.
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Table3. Estimated Age-BequestProfiles from Regressions
Dependentvariable
Independent
variable
Age
Age2/100
Age3/10,000
Dummyvariables
High school dropout
High school graduate

Probabilityof
bequesta
-0.056
(0.058)

0.379
(0.195)

0.176
(0.124)

-0.673
(0.415)

-0.134
(0.084)

0.393
(0.280)

-0.698
(0.091)

2.217
(2.893)

- 0.375
(0.071)

2.737
(2.875)

College graduate
Constant
Summarystatistic
Varianceof errorterm

Log size of
bequestb

2.939
(2.872)
-0.845
(0.852)
0.09

Source: Authors' calculations based on data from the PSID, 1984.
a. Coefficients from a probit model. Dependent variable is equal to I if the household received at least one bequest during
1980-84, and to zero otherwise. Spousal bequests are excluded. Standarderrors are in parentheses.
b. Dependent variable is the natural log of bequests received by the household during 1980-84. Panel is restricted to
observations in which a positive bequest occurs. Households whose head is older than eighty years and spotisal bequests are
excluded. Standarderrors are in parentheses.

by the actual reported bequests of the elderly and is not due to an
endpointpolynomial effect.53
TAXES.We assumea progressivetax structurewith marginaltax rates
of 15 percentfor income up to $41,200; 28 percentfor income between
$41,200 and $99,600; and 31 percent for income above $99,600. We
also allow for a standarddeductionof $6,900 and a personalexemption
of $2,650. Contributionsto the DC pension are tax-deductible, and
withdrawalsare taxed at the relevant marginaltax rate. This structure
mimics the 1997 federal tax rates for marriedcouples filing jointly,
53. We restrictour bequestmagnituderegressionto householdswhose head is aged
eighty or younger, and then extrapolatethe curve out throughage ninety. When we ran
the regression for the complete population, the rapid rise in the bequest magnitude
function late in life was even more dramatic. There is a small numberof very old
householdsthat reportreceiving very large bequests.
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Figure 3. EstimatedProbabilityof Receivinga Bequest, by Agea
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Source:See tiable3.
it. Figureplots the piobabilityof receiviniga bequest,by age aindeduicationalgroup.Valuesarecalculatedfronma piobit iegressioln
on aicubic polynomiiial
see table 3 for details.
in age anidedLicationaldumimiies:

except that we excluded the 36 percent and 39.6 percenttax brackets,
since almost none of our simulatedconsumersreceives enough income
to qualify for these higher brackets.54
ASSETS AND THE DYNAMIC BUDGET CONSTRAINT. We set the value of
the pretaxreal interestrate equal to 5 percent, consistent with Engen,
Gale, and Scholz. Further,we assume thatemployersmatch50 percent
of DC plan contributionsup to the first 6 percentof pay (that is, 4 =
0.5, 4' = 0.06). This is by far the most commonmatchingarrangement
for 401(k) plans, and is reportedby 21 percentof the firms in a survey
54. The 36 percentbracketstartsat an income level of $151,750.
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Figure 4. EstimatedAge-BequestProfilesa
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Soulice:See table 3.
a. Figure plots, by age and educationalgroup, the magnitudeot bequests ieceived, conditional on receiving a positive bequLest.
Values are calculatedfronma regressionof the naturallog of bequests on a cuibicpolynomial in age and eduicationaldiluinlies:see
table 3 for details.

of such plans conductedby Hewitt Associates.55We also consider the
no match case (that is, 4 = 0).
Preference Parameters
In this section we describe our choice of preferenceparameters.
Coefficient of Relative Risk Aversion

We adopta utility functionwith a constantcoefficient of relativerisk
aversion. In the benchmarkcalibration,we set the coefficient of relative
55. Hewitt Associates (1997).
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risk aversion, p, equal to 1 (log utility). To supportthis choice, we
offer four observations.First, estimationproceduresthatdo not require
linearization or aggregation of the Euler equation have yielded estimated values below one for the coefficient of relative risk aversion.
Gourinchasand Parker,for example, reporta point estimate of 0.5.56
Second, estimation proceduresthat are based on first order linearization of the Euler equation and focus on consumerswith high levels
of liquid wealth-effectively controllingfor second orderterms-have
yielded values near 1 for the coefficient of relative risk aversion. For
example, Zeldes runsseparateanalysesfor consumerswho are liquidity
constrainedand those who are not.57Assuming that the second order
terms in the Euler equationare small for the unconstrainedconsumers,
one can calculate estimates of the coefficient of relative risk aversion
for those consumers: Zeldes's point estimates imply values that lie
between 0.7 and 2.3. John Shea also splits his sample into constrained
and unconstrainedconsumers, and his point estimates from the highwealth consumersimply values that lie between 0.2 and 0.4.58 Neither
author'sresults are estimated with high precision, however.59
Third, estimation proceduresthat are based on linearizationof the
Euler equationbut do not control for second order terms yield highly
mixed results.60Fourth, such estimation procedures, which rely on
variationin the aftertaxinterest rate to measurethe elasticity of intertemporal substitution, do not identify the value of the coefficient of
relative risk aversion. This point has recently been establishedby Carroll, who shows thatthe responseof liquidity-constrainedconsumers56. Gourinchasand Parker(1997). HansenandSingleton(1982) use a GMMframework to estimate p with aggregatedata. They reportpoint estimatesbetween0.6 and 1,
but we are skepticalof the representativeagent methodologythat they use.
57. Zeldes (1989).
58. Shea (1995).
59. We are skeptical of the analyses of Zeldes and Shea, because they identify
variation in the interest rate by using marginal tax rates. This technique implicitly
assumesthatthe aftertaxrateof returnfalls with income-a hypothesisthatour accountants do not accept.
60. Hall's (1988) results imply that the measuredelasticity of intertemporalsubstitutionis probablybetween0 and0.2. This findingis supportedby Campbelland Mankiw
(1989). But it is contradictedby Mankiw, Rotemberg,and Summers(1985), who find
that the measuredelasticity of intertemporalsubstitutionis greaterthan unity, and by
Beaudryand van Wincoop(1996), who findthatit is equal to unity. Note thatin a world
of complete markets,the measuredelasticity of intertemporalsubstitutionis equal to the
inverse of the coefficient of relativerisk aversion.
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for example, buffer stock consumers-to changes in the interest rate
will be muted, implying that the measuredelasticity of intertemporal
substitutionwill be less than the inverse of the coefficient of relative
risk aversion.61We have confirmedCarroll's finding and quantify the
effect in a life cycle context. With p equal to 1, the measuredelasiticity
of intertemporalsubstitutionin our hyperbolicmodel is 0.22, which is
consistentwith the availableempiricalevidence. We returnto this result
below, in describingthe propertiesof our simulatedmodel.
The coefficient of relative risk aversiongoverns risk aversion, prudence, and the willingness of consumersto substituteconsumptionintertemporally.If p is relatively large, household saving decisions will
be relatively insensitive to the introductionof a tax-deferredsaving
instrumentthat raises the aftertaxrate of return.Also, a higher p generates more precautionarysavings for the same level of income uncertainty, increasingthe opportunitiesfor asset shifting. Hence the choice
of this parameterhas importantimplications for the efficacy of a DC
plan.
We also consider the case when p is equal to 3, both to demonstrate
that our results are highly sensitive to the choice of p, and so that our
results can be comparedwith those of Engen, Gale, and Scholz.
Time Preference Parameter ,B

We simulate below hyperboliceconomies and exponentialeconomies. In doing so, we assume that an economy is either populatedexclusively by hyperbolicconsumers-with ,3equal to 0.85-or exclusively
by exponentialconsumers-with ,3 equal to 1.
For the hyperbolicsimulations, we would have preferredto have set
, much lower-approximately equal to 0.6-as Laibson has done in
previous work on undersaving.62Most of the experimentalevidence
suggests that the one-year discount rate is at least 40 percent.63However, a value of 0.6 generatespathologies in discretetime simulations:
strongly nonmonotonic and noncontinuous consumption functions.
Such effects are commonplacein dynamic games such as the intrapersonal game that we consider.64In our simulations, these pathologies
61.
62.
63.
64.

Carroll(1997b).
Laibson (1996).
See Ainslie (1992) for a review.
See Laibson (1997b) for an analysis of these effects.
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vanish as ,3 approachesunity. Specifically, we find that strong pathologies only arisefor values of , below 0.8, which motivatesourdecision
to adopt a value of 0.85.
It has recently been numerically shown that such pathologies are
sensitive to the amountof stochastic variationin the income process:
increasingthe income variationdrives out the pathologies.65However,
we choose not to pursue this "fix," since in our model the income
processes are exogenously calibrated.
It can also be shown that the discontinuities vanish if the model is
implementedin continuoustime.66Hence the discrete time framework
that we use implicitly limits the range of the parameterspace that can
be used to generate sensible results. Nevertheless, it is possible to get
some idea of how the model would performif the value of ,3were below
0.85. Specifically, one can rerunthe simulationsfor values of ,3 in the
neighborhoodof 0.85-say 0.8-and use the local change in results to
estimate the effect of much lower values. We pursuethis extrapolation
exercise below and find that the hyperbolic effects increase approximately linearly in the gap between ,3 and 1.
Time Preference Parameter

8

Having fixed all of the other parameters,we are left with three free
parameters in the hyperbolic economy

8COLL,
KHS
o
NHps,ol,
exponential economy-_'NxHpSZ,eZ,t

and three free parameters in the
aexponential9
eixpo7iential The superscriptsNHS, HS, and COLL representthe
three educationalcategories, did not graduatefrom high school, high
school graduate,and college graduate,respectively. We pick values of
8 so that our simulationsreplicateactuallevels of preretirementwealth
holding, accordingto data taken from the FederalReserve's Survey of
ConsumerFinances (SCF) for 1983. Specifically, we pick 8 such that
the simulatedmedianratio of wealth to income for individualsbetween
the ages of fifty and fifty-nine matches the actual median in the data.
Although IRAs and 401(k)s were introducedin the 1970s-in 1974
and 1978, respectively-their use was not initially widespread. Eligibility for IRAs was made universal in 1982, and only 13.3 percent of
households with at least one employed member were eligible for
65. See Laibson(1997b).
66. At least in theory, the nonmonotonicitiesmay persist.
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Table4. CalibratedLong-TermDiscount Ratesa
Rate
Exponentialconsumers

Education
High school dropouts
High school graduates
College graduates

Hyperbolicconsumers

CRRA= J b

CRRA= 3b

CRRA= lb

CRRA= 3b

0.0490
0.0385
0.0305

0.0870
0.0590
0.0395

0.0360
0.0275
0.0205

0.0745
0.0485
0.0295

Source: Authors' calculations.
a. Table reportsthe long-term discount rates (I - 8) generated by the authors' calibration exercise. Rates exclude mortality
effects.
b. CRRA denotes coefficient of relative risk aversion in this and following tables and figures, as applicable.

401(k)s in 1984.67 We thereforetake the 1983 dataas an approximation
of a no DC plan steady state. We simulate a no DC plan economy and
searchfor the values of 8 that matchthe 1983 accumulationlevels. We
then use the same values of 8 for the DC plan simulations. We choose
to calibrateconsumerpreferencesby matchingthe characteristicsof a
no DC plan steady state, because the U.S. economy is still in transition
from the no DC plan steady state to the DC plan steady state.
In the 1983 SCF, the median ratio of net wealth to income is 1.83
for householdswhose head did not graduatefrom high school, 2.66 for
households whose head's highest educational attainment is a high
school diploma, and 3.59 for households whose head has a college
degree.68The discount rates (1 - 8) that replicate these wealth-toincome ratios are reportedin table 4. Four propertiesstand out. First,
these discount rates fall with educationalattainment.Since the shape
of the laborincome profileis roughlysimilaracrosseducationalgroups,
a relatively low discount rate is needed to replicatethe relatively high
wealth-to-income ratio of the highly educated. Second, the discount
rates rise with the coefficient of relative risk aversion. Since precautionary saving rises with the coefficient of relative risk aversion, an
increase in the discount rate is needed to offset an increase in the
coefficient of relative risk aversion. Third, the discount rates for hyperbolic consumers are lower than those for exponential consumers.
Since hyperbolicconsumershave two sources of discounting, ,3 and 8,
67. See Poterba, Venti, and Wise (1995). They consider the populationof households whose head is aged between twenty-five and sixty-five, where at least one employed memberof the householdis not self-employed.
68. Our definitionof net worth includes liquid assets and illiquid assets; for more
details, see text below.
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the hyperbolic 8's must be higher than the exponential8's. Recall that
the hyperbolicandexponentialdiscountfunctionsare calibratedto generate the same amount of preretirementwealth accumulation. In this
manner, we "equalize" the underlyingwillingness to save of the exponential and the hyperbolic consumers before we introducethe DC
plan. Fourth,all of the calibratedlong-termdiscountratesare sensible,
falling between 0.02 and 0.09. Note, however, thatthey do not include
mortalityeffects, which add roughly another0.01, generatingnet discount rates.
Our calibrationof preferenceparameterscan be comparedwith that
of Engen, Gale, and Scholz. These authorsdo not adopt differentdiscount factors for households with differentlevels of educationalattainment, but we compare our high school calibrationto their aggregate
calibration (recall that the high school group representshalf of U.S.
households). For exponentialconsumerswith p equal to 3, we adopt a
high school discount rate of 0.059, significantly larger than Engen,
Gale, and Scholz's discountrateof 0.04. This differencemakes the DC
plan moreeffective in our simulations, since householdswith relatively
high discountrateshave lower levels of accumulationandareless likely
to hit the DC plan contributioncaps, strengtheningthe substitution
effect.

The Calibrated Economy without a Defined Contribution Plan
In this section we analyze the propertiesof our calibratedeconomies
without a DC plan, and all discussion pertains to these economies,
unless otherwise noted. Our first finding is that the hyperbolic and
exponentialeconomies are observationallyvery similar. Figure 5 plots
the average levels of consumption, pretax income, and asset accumulation of exponential, log utility consumersin the high school graduate
group. The correspondinggraphsfor the other educationalgroups are
qualitatively similar. Figure 6 plots the path of a single exponential
consumer.These figuresare similarto theirhyperbolicanalogs, figures
7 and 8; at first glance, it is hard to differentiatebetween them. The
only discernible contrastis that hyperbolicconsumershold less buffer
stock wealth early in life thando exponentialconsumers.Figure9 plots
the consumptionfunctionsof an exponentialconsumeranda hyperbolic
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Figure 5. SimulatedAverageLiquid Asset, Income, and ConsumptionPaths,
ExponentialHouseholdsa
Thousandsof 1990dollars
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Source:Authors simulations.
a. Figuireplots averagevaluesfor householdswith high school graduiatehead.The coefficienitof relativeriskaversionis equal to 1.

one. The rough similarity of these functions further underscoresthe
difficulty of distinguishingexponentialfrom hyperbolicconsumers.69
Our calibratedexponential and hyperbolic economies replicate empirical life-cycle patternsdocumentedby other authors.70Consumption
closely tracksincome, rising early in life and then falling, as "hump"
saving accelerates in the two decades before retirement(see figures 5
and7). Comovementbetween consumptionand income is also apparent
at higher frequencies (see figures 6 and 8). These basic empiricalreg69. The hyperbolicconsumptionfunctionis nonmonotonic,but this pathologyvanishes as one increases the fineness of the partitionof the state space and increases the
numberof states in the discrete approximationof the stochasticincome process.
70. See Carroll(1992, 1997a); Gourinchasand Parker(1997); Hubbard,Skinner,
and Zeldes (1994).
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Figure 6. Simulated Liquid Asset, Income, and Consumption Paths of
One Exponential Householda
Thousands of 1990 dollars
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Source:Authors'simulations.
a. Figure plots valuLes
for a householdwith high school graduatehead.The coeffcienit of ielative isk aversionis equal to I.

ularities are consistent with both the exponential and the hyperbolic
versions of the buffer stock model.
The exponential and hyperbolic models also imply similar levels of
sensitivity to interestrate changes. Table 5 reportsthe measuredelasticity of intertemporalsubstitutionfor both models. Conceptually, the
measuredelasticity of intertemporalsubstitutionis the derivative
d(Aln Ci,)
dR

The table reportsthe averagevalue of this derivativeover the life cycle
(weighted with survivorshipprobabilities), in the neighborhoodof R
equal to 1.05. Our numbersare equivalentto runningan ordinaryleast
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Figure 7. Simulated Average Liquid Asset, Income, and Consumption Paths,
Hyperbolic Householdsa
Thousands of 1990 dollars
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Source:Authors'simulations.
a. FigLure
plots averaigevalues for households with high school graduateheads.

squaresregressionof Aln Citon a constantandthe deterministicinterest
rate.7'

When p is equal to 1, the measured elasticities of intertemporal
substitutionare 0.27 for the exponentialmodel and 0.22 for the hyperbolic model. When p is equal to 3, they fall to 0. 16 for the exponential
model and 0. 15 for the hyperbolicmodel. These values are well below
the inverse of the coefficients of relative risk aversion, since, at least
early in life, our householdsmakechoices in a buffer stock framework,
implying that the slope of the consumptionpath is initially determined
71. We obtain almost identical numberswhen we replace individualconsumption
growth, AlnCi,, with the growth rate of average consumption within a cohort,
Aln(X Cj).
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Figure 8. Simulated Liquid Asset, Income, and Consumption Paths of
One Hyperbolic Householda
Thousands of 1990 dollars
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Source:Authors'simulations.
a. Figure plots values for a household with high school graduatehead.

partly by the slope of the income path, ratherthan exclusively by the
interest rate.72As education increases-corresponding to a fall in the
calibrateddiscountrates-the measuredelasticity of intertemporalsubstitution rises. Patient households are less likely to be constrainedby
theirincome paths. Finally, althoughthe measuredhyperbolicelasticity
of intertemporalsubstitutionis close to the measuredexponentialelasticity of intertemporalsubstitution,the formeris slightly smaller. This
systematic gap reflects the fact that hyperbolic agents are much more
likely to hit binding liquidity constraints.
In the body of this section we discuss two featuresof our simulations
that distinguish the hyperbolic model from its exponential precursors:
72. See Carroll(1997b).
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Figure 9. ConsumptionFunctionsof Exponentialand HyperbolicHouseholdsa
Consumption(thousandsof 1990dollars)
/45? lisle
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a. Figure plots consumption functions for exponential and hyperbolic households with median income amiionghouseholds
whose heads are aged twenty and are high school graduates.
b. Includesliquid savings and currentdisposable inconie.

Table5. AverageElasticitiesof IntertemporalSubstitutiona
Exponential consumers

Hyperbolic consumers

CRRA= I

CRRA= 3

CRRA= I

CRRA= 3

High school dropouts
High school graduates
College graduates

0.18
0.25
0.40

0.12
0.16
0.18

0.15
0.20
0.31

0.12
0.15
0.16

Weightedaverageb

0.27

0.16

0.22

0.15

Education

Source: Authors' simulations.
a. Conceptually, the elasticity of intertemporal substitution is measured as the derivative
d(Aln Cit)
dR
where Cit is consumption of individual i at age t, and R = I + r is the gross interest rate. Table reports the observed
average value of this derivative over the life cycle of simulated individuals in three educational groups (weighting with
survivorship probabilities), in the neighborhood of R = 1.05.
b. Uses population weights.
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binding liquidity constraintsand missing precautionarysaving effects.
Before discussing these phenomena,we introducean analytic tool that
provides the intuitionfor our analysis.
The Generalized Euler Equation

We presentan heuristicderivationof a marginalconditionthatcharacterizes the equilibriumpath of the hyperbolic economy.73The heuristic derivation is based on a classical perturbationargument. The
marginalbenefit of postponingA > 0 units of consumptiongeneratesa
streamof utility perturbationsfrom the perspectiveof self t. At time t,
Au' (C)

utils are lost. Self t expects to gain

ct+jIRAu'(Ct+1)j

Et [13

utils at time t + 1, assuming that the hazardrate of survival is unity,
to reduce notation. Note that ax

is the marginalconsumptionrate at

at+j

period t + j. Self t expects to gain
E

t

[382

(act+2

act+

(1

axt+

I

R2AP(C\lC

axt+
I!

2

u~+2;j

utils at time t + 2; and so on. The net effect sums to
(10)

-Au' (C) + Et

a__

(8

(+ [

l

I

ac

*

RiAu'(Ct+])J.

Setting this expression less than or equal to zero and dividing by A
yields an Euler equation:
E
(8X )
(T+Nt
ac
1t+
t+j
(11) u'(C~)?Li,
6' ~ax/
\L
~Hi
R
a+i
73. See Laibson (1996) for an earlier incarnationof this heuristic argument,and
Laibson (1997b) for numericalconfirmationthat the Euler equationdoes in fact characterize the equilibriumpath. See Harrisand Laibson(1998) for an analyticapproach.
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One could repeat this argumentfor A < 0 (assuming that the agent is
never perfectly liquidity constrained),which would enable one to substitute an equality for the inequalityin equation 11. Considerthe analogous Euler equationfor period t + 1:
(12)

u'(Ct+l) =
T+N-(t+1)

I

( ac

\

Et+

I

I

[-

ac

kj
axt+I+J LUj1 axt+I+)jR'

ac~~t+1I+i

*

I

i'

ct+1I+j

Ru(tli

C+)J

Applicationof the law of iteratedexpectationsand substitutionof equation 12 in equation 11 yields
(13)

u'(Ct)

E (act+I (Xt+ )) 18 + (1

ax,

/

Cc+I(Xt+
,) 8

ax~+

Ru'(Ct )

which Laibson refers to elsewhere as the generalizedEuler equation.74
Note that equation 13 is identical to a standardEuler equation, except
thatthe termin squarebracketsreplaces the constantdiscountfactor of
the classical equation. The discounting term in the generalized Euler
equation,

aCt+1(Xt+1)
aC+
X + (1
Ax+,
L
is stochastic and varies linearly with next period's marginalpropensity
to consume. When 1 is equal to 1, this bracketedterm is equal to 8the standardexponentialdiscountingcase. When 1 is less than 1, this
bracketedtermis a weighted averageof the one-perioddiscountfactor,
136,and the discount factor that applies in all future periods, 6. The
respective weights are tomorrow'smarginalpropensityto consume,
(14)

A I

[(

(
74. Laibson(1996).

ItXt+l)

Ax+,
I

-

, and (1-

I]

t+Xt+l)
Ax+1I
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To interpretequation 13 and the time-varying stochastic discount
factor, it is helpful to consider the polar cases of marginalpropensities
to consume equal to one and to zero. First, consider a consumer who
is certain to be liquidity constrainednext period;that is, C, 1 = X, ,
implying a marginalpropensityto consume of unity. In this scenario,
any savings set aside at time t will be spent in period t + 1, implying
that self t effectively faces a two-periodgame. The Euler equationthat
characterizesself t's equilibriumaction can be expressed as
(15)

u'(Ct)

:': Et[Rpbu'(Ct+l)],

where the hazard rate of survival, st, has again been set to unity, to
simplify notation. Equation 15 holds with equality when savings are
positive at time t. This equation can be derived directly with a simple
perturbationargument. Self t can use a marginal dollar to generate
u'(Ct) utils at time t or Et[Ru'(Ct+ 1)] expected utils at time t + 1. The

utils at time t + 1 mustbe discounted, yielding the finalequation. Note
that equation 15 implies a great deal of impatience. The one-period
discount factor is 18, implying a discount rate of roughly 20 percent,
given our calibrationvalues.
Now consider the case of a zero marginalpropensityto consume.
The generalizedEuler equationreduces to
'
u'(Ct) Et[R8u?(Ct+,)],

which is identical to the classical Euler equation for a model with a
discount factor of 8. The intuition behind this case is less straightforwardand is best understoodby consideringthe generalpropertiesof
the intrapersonal strategic conflict that arises with hyperbolic
preferences.
Fromthe perspectiveof self t, marginalutility in period t + 1 is too
low relative to marginalutility during subsequentperiods: self t + 1
"underweights" the future by factor 1. Self t would like to transfer
resources to those future periods after t + 1. When the marginalpropensity to consume of self t + 1 falls (holding all else equal), such
transferscan be made more efficiently. Hence a low marginalpropensity to consume in period t + 1 is associated with less consumptionat
time t. As the marginalpropensityto consume in period t + 1 goes to
zero, this transfereffect perfectly offsets the effect of 1 less than 1,
recovering the classical Euler equation.
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For intermediatevalues of the marginalpropensityto consume, the
relevantendogenousdiscountfactor is a weighted averageof 18 and 8,
where the relevant weights are

(

t+I( t+l)

At+ I

and -1 -

t+I( t+l)

At+ I

Consumers will exhibit a great deal of endogenous heterogeneity in
implicit patience levels over the life cycle. For consumersin our high
school graduategroupwith coefficient of relative risk aversionequal to
1, endogenous discount factors vary from 18 equal to 0.8266 (0.85 x
0.9725) to 8 equal to 0.9725. The range of variation would be even
more dramaticif we had adopteda lower value for 1.
This wide range of discount factors implies that hyperbolic agents
occasionally behave very impatiently-and in doing so, are likely to
meet binding liquidity constraints-while at other times they demonstratea willingness to accumulatelarge stocks of wealth. In this framework, low levels of cash on hand are self-reinforcing:they imply a
higher expected marginalpropensity to consume (since consumption
functions in buffer stock models are concave), which, in turn, lowers
the endogenous discount factor.75Hence, hyperbolic consumers with
low levels of cash on hand tend to act like consumerswith extremely
high discount rates, increasing the likelihood that their liquidity constraintswill turnout to be binding.
An alternativeway to see these effects is to comparethe consumption
functions of exponential and hyperbolic agents. As can be seen from
figure 9, hyperbolic agents are relatively more impatientat low levels
of wealth holding-in this region the hyperbolicconsumptionfunction
lies above the exponential function-and conversely, more patient at
high levels of wealth holding. In summary, at low levels of wealth,
hyperbolic consumers act like exponential consumers with low levels
of patience. At high levels of wealth, hyperbolic consumers act like
exponential consumerswith high levels of patience.
75. For a proof that consumptionfunctions are concave when consumershave exponentialdiscountfunctions, see CarrollandKimball(1996). Theirproof does not carry
over to the hyperboliccase. Nevertheless, in hyperbolicmodels, consumptionfunctions
are approximatelyconcave; see figure9.
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Binding Liquidity Constraints

Although we choose our calibrationvalues so that exponential and
hyperbolic consumers accumulatethe same median level of preretirement assets, our results show that the hyperbolicconsumersare much
more likely to find themselves close to or at binding liquidity constraints. Figures 10 to 12 graph the percentage of exponential and
hyperbolichouseholdsthatare effectively liquidityconstrained:thatis,
for households whose head did not graduatefrom high school, asset
holdings of less than$250; for householdswhose headhas a high school
diploma only, asset holdings of less than $400; and for households
whose head graduatedfrom college, asset holdings of less than $500.76
We show results for coefficient of relative risk aversion equal to 1 and
equal to 3. In all cases, the hyperbolic percentageslie well above the
exponential percentages. Consider the first panel of figure 11, which
plots the results for households in the high school graduategroup with
a coefficient of relative risk aversion equal to 1. At age thirty-five, 40
percent of the hyperbolic consumers have less than $400 in wealth,
comparedwith only 21 percentof exponentialconsumers.
It is useful to comparethese resultswith the percentagesof liquidityconstrainedconsumersreportedin the Survey of ConsumerFinances.
This exercise is not straightforward,however, since the SCF data are
not directly comparable with the output from our simulations. Our
timing assumption, equation 5, implies that a consumer who always
sets annual consumption equal to annual aftertax income (and never
receives a bequest), will never have any positive asset holdings.
In the real world, by contrast,income is received at discreteintervals
andconsumptionis implementedcontinuously.If workersarepaidonce
a month, a consumer who spends all of his aftertaxincome will have
averagewealthholdings of two weeks of income. If this consumersaves
partof his income for a majorexpenditure(for example, a vacation or
Christmasgifts), his average holdings will be even greater. We adjust
76. Our cutoff of $250 for households whose heads did not graduatefrom high
school reflects the fact that in our simulations, householdsare constrainedto lie on an
asset grid. Since the grid for this educationalgrouptakes values {$0, $500, $1000,. . .},
we thinkof all consumersat 0 as having less than$250 dollarsin assets. The analogous
grids for households in the high school graduateand college graduategroups increase
in incrementsof $800 and $1,000, respectively.
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Figure 10. Share of High School DropoutsWho Are Liquidity Constrained,by Agea
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Figure 11. Share of High School Graduates Who Are Liquidity Constrained, by Agea
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Figure 12. Share of College GraduatesWho Are Liquidity Constrained,by Agea
Percentof households
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in the actualdata and in the simulatedhyperbolicand exponentialeconomies.
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the SCF data to remove such intrayearsavings. In tables 6 to 8 we
reportthe percentageof householdsthatare liquidityconstrained-that
is, householdsthathold assets valuedbelow n weeks of aftertaxincome,
where n - 1, 2, 3, 4.
Another question that arises when comparing our results with the
SCF data is whethera constrainedconsumeris one with low net worth
or one with low liquid assets. Ourdefinitionof net worthincludes liquid
assets-checking accounts, savings accounts, money marketaccounts,
call accounts, certificatesof deposit, bonds, stocks, mutualfunds, and
cash, less credit card debt-and illiquid assets-IRAs, DC pension
plans, life insurance, trusts, annuities, vehicles, home equity, real estate, business equity, jewelry, furniture,antiques, and home durables,
less educationloans. Few of these illiquid assets can be used to generate
immediateliquidity without incurringsubstantialtransactioncosts. Indeed, many have commitment properties, which would make them
appealingto hyperbolicconsumerswho do not wanteasy access to their
money. We believe that a consumermay face an economically meaningful liquidity constrainteven if he or she has many of the illiquid
assets listed above.
Figures 10 to 12 also plot the percentage of liquidity-constrained
consumersfrom the SCF (using the liquid asset datafrom the sixth row
of tables 6 to 8). In each case, the percentageof liquidity-constrained
consumers tends to lie above both simulation lines, but the hyperbolic line is closer to the actual data than the exponential line. When
p is equal to 1, the hyperbolic line generally lies slightly below the
actual data. When p is equal to 3, both the hyperbolic and exponential
lines fall well below the actual data, although the hyperbolic line is
closer.
These results are only suggestive, however, since the simulatedpercentages of liquidity-constrainedconsumersare downwardbiased (for
both exponential and hyperbolic cases). Our benchmarksimulations
assume that there is only one asset and that it is liquid. Since illiquid
and liquid assets are partial substitutes, our simulations bias upward
the accumulationof liquid assets for both hyperbolic and exponential
consumers. Future work should evaluate the simulated percentage of
liquidity-constrainedconsumersin an economy with both liquid assets
and illiquid assets such as real estate and durables.
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Precautionary Saving

Since Robert Hall's original work in the late 1970s, it has become
standardpractice to work with Taylor expansions of the Euler equation.77The currentconsensus calls for second ordertermsto be included
in the approximation.We undertakesuch analysis on the datagenerated
by the exponential and the hyperbolic simulations. Specifically, we
estimate the second orderequation

(16) (Ct+I

( C,

c)

I

I-

R8)

+,p

+
;E
2

Ct

[(

C,

c)2 +
)

,.

A

Dynan derives this equationfrom the classical Eulerequation( = 1),
by expanding C,+1 around Ct.78 She finds that the estimates of pimputed from the coefficient on the conditional variance term-are
negative, and hence anomalously low. We show that the direction of
the bias in Dynan's findingsis predictedby the generalizedEulerequation. We then estimate Dynan's equationwith our simulateddata.
A second orderTaylor expansion of the generalized Euler equation
yields
(17)

Ct
E (c,+1

C)

I

+

-

I

)E,tact+ (Xt-1) + 0(2) +

AX+I

pRb
where

ct+

Et+l,

I(Xt+ 1) has been expanded aroundzero, and 0(2) has been

substitutedfor second order terms (including the one in equation 16).
The first orderexpression 1

R

1)E,(act+(Xt+)
-

axt+ I'

which appears

in equation 17, vanishes in the exponentialcase (,B = 1). In the hyperbolic case, this new first order term is easy to interpret. Recall that
when the marginalpropensityto consume is expected to be high next
77. Hall (1978).
78. Dynan (1993).
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period, the discount factor in the generalizedEulerequationfalls, pulling down the expected slope of the consumptionpath.
Estimatesof p inferredfrom regression analysis of equation 16 will
be affected by omitted variable bias when ,Bis less than 1. Assuming that first order omitted variables dominate second order omitted
variables, the direction of this bias is given by the covariation of
an~~~~~~2
E:
To sign this
- 1)
P22 Et[( '+'C
aXt+I).
covariation,note thatthe conditionalvariabilityof consumptiongrowth
is high when the buffer stock of assets is low, and low assets imply a
high marginal propensity to consume (see figure 10). Finally, recall
that (13 - 1) is less than zero, implying that the covariationbetween
1 Et [(Ct
( - 1) Et AXt'(Xt+')
c)1 and
is negative.
Omitted variable bias implies that estimates of equation 16 will yield
p+1
+
as Dynan finds using datafrom
low or even negative estimatesof
2
the ConsumerExpenditureSurvey of the Bureauof LaborStatistics.
We confirmthese intuitionswith our simulateddata throughregression analysis of equation 16. We operationalizethis regressionby using
instrumentalvariablesto estimate
p+

,

(18)

(Ct+-

C,) =- O +

To instrumentfor (C+I'

(Ct+,-C,)

+

e,E

c'), we follow Dynan and use education

dummies and gross savings at time t.79 Table 9 reports the resulting
inferredvalues of p using data from the exponentialand the hyperbolic
simulations, for both p equal to 1 and p equal to 3.
The findings reportedin table 9 confirmthat the anomaly reported
by Dynan is predictedby the hyperbolicmodel. First, in every case the
imputedvalue of p is lower in the regressionusing hyperbolicsimulated
datathanin the regressionusing analogousexponentialdata. Moreover,
79. Dynanalso uses education,occupation,andnumberof earnersin the household,
but she omits educationand occupationfor some of her estimates.
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in every case the exponential data yield an imputed value of p above
the true value, presumablya bias generatedby the second order approximationin the derivationof the linearizedEulerequation;while in
threeof the four cases the hyperbolicdatayield an imputedvalue below
the true value.80Hence hyperbolicdiscountingexplains-at least qualitatively-Dynan's results.81However, our imputedvalues for p do not
line up neatly with hers, since most of her point estimates fall between
-1/2 and -1.

The Economy with a Defined Contribution Plan
In this section we analyze the properties of our exponential and
hyperboliceconomies with a second asset: a DC pension plan. We first
consider a perfect commitmenttechnology in the one asset economy.
Perfect Commitment

Hyperbolichouseholdswould like to save more thanthey do. If they
could costlessly andperfectlycommitlaterselves, they wouldlock in the
contingentpolicy rules of an exponentialhouseholdwith a discountrate
taken from the appropriatecell in table 4. For example, a hyperbolic
householdin the high school graduategroupwith coefficientof relative
risk aversionequal to 1, would choose to implementpolicies associated
with an exponentialhouseholdwith a discountrateof 0.0275.
The contrastsbetween the perfect commitmentcase and the no commitment case are striking. Average wealth accumulated peaks at
$298,000 with commitment, 62 percent higher than the peak of
$184,000 with no commitment. Perfect commitment also generates
large welfare gains. Fromthe perspectiveof the nineteen-year-oldself,
the ability to perfectlycommit all futureselves is as valuableas receiv80. See Carroll (1997b) for more evidence on the inadequaciesof the linearized
Euler equation;our results supporthis. Carrollalso finds that estimatingthe linearized
Euler equationon simulatedexponentialdata yields regressioncoefficients that imply
too high a value for p.
81. Carroll(1992, 1997a) proposes an alternativeexplanation,based on heterogeneous discount rates. Consumers with high discount rates will have high levels of
consumption variability (and those with low discount rates will have low levels of
variability).Omittingthe heterogeneousdiscountrates from the regressionwill bias x1
downward.
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ing a one-time tax-free windfall equal to 36 percentof consumptionat
age twenty.82 The welfare gains evaluatedfrom the perspectiveof later
selves are substantiallylarger, since later selves benefit the most from
the higher rates of accumulationearly in life.
For households with coefficient of relative risk aversion equal to 3,
the impact of perfect commitmentis smaller:peak accumulationrises
by only 15 percentand the welfare effect is equivalentto only 2 percent
of consumptionat age twenty. This contrastbetween the differentvalues of the coefficient of relative risk aversion is reflected in all the
resultspresentedbelow. Commitment-even if perfect-is not valuable
to householdswith a relativelyhigh coefficient of relativerisk aversion,
implying thatthey also will not value the crudercommitmentproperties
in DC plans.
Institutional Features of 401(k) Plans

While perfect commitment devices are not available in practice,
partial commitmentdevices are common. Consumerscan use illiquid
assets, particularlyDC pension plans, to constrainfuturechoice sets.
401(k) plans providean interestingcase in point. However, they do not
provide a clean case study of commitment, because their appeal is
enhancedby the tax breakon capital income that they offer. In the rest
of this section, we evaluatethe efficacy of 401(k) plans for exponential
and hyperbolicconsumers.
A wide range of mechanisms induce employees to contribute to
401(k) plans and to resist withdrawingtheir accumulatingbalances.
First, tax deferralandemployermatchinggive employees strongincentives to contribute.In a 1997 survey conductedby Hewitt Associates,
81 percentof plans reportedthatthe employercontributionwas contingent on the employee contribution,and 21 percentof all plans reported
matching contributionsfrom employers of 50 percent up to 6 percent
of income.83This was by far the most common employer arrangement
among the plans surveyed.
Second, the standardplan compels participantsto set up an automatic
82. We assume thatthe windfall is received in the consumer'stwentiethyear and is
expressed as a percentageof consumptionat age twenty. Note that this is the first year
in which consumptionchoices are made;that is, the first year of economic life.
83. Hewitt Associates (1997).
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deposit system. In many cases, it is difficult or impossible to change
the presetdeposit levels on shortnotice. Even if a participantcan make
a change quickly, the results are unlikely to show up in cash holdings
until the next pay cycle, which may be a month or two away. Since
most of the steep drop in hyperbolicdiscount functions comes at horizons of approximatelyone week, a one monthdelay in implementation
is more than enough to convince a hyperbolic consumer not to break
into a nest egg.84
Third, 401(k) assets are partiallyprotectedfrom splurges, because
withdrawalsfrom the accounts can be freely made only if the account
holder is over fifty-nine and a half years old. For younger consumers,
withdrawalsare only allowed in cases of financialhardshipor when a
worker separates from a firm, and even then generate a 10 percent
penalty. In most other cases, the withdrawalpenalty is 100 percent.
Fourth, for consumers who will be limit contributorsin the future,
withdrawalscannot be paid back into the account, implying that such
consumersare penalized by the loss of futuretax deferrals, as well as
the original 10 percentwithdrawalpenalty.
However, the recent trend toward the establishmentof 401(k) loan
provisions has underminedthe effectiveness of these plans as a commitmentdevice. Almost all (90 percent)of the plans surveyedby Hewitt
Associates have begun to allow participantsto use their401(k) balance
as collateral for a loan.85 Such loan provisions are generally highly
restrictiveand costly. For example, loans must be less than 50 percent
of the vested account balance (employer contributionsare often not
counted as collateral)and less than $50,000 in value, and they must be
paid back in five years (ten years for home loans). Ninety-seven percent
of plans restrictthe numberand type of loans, and 46 percentof plans
only allow one outstanding loan.86And the typical plan charges an
interestrate 1 percentagepoint over the primerate.87Accordingto EBRI
data, 33 percent of participantshave loans against their plan, with an
average balance of $2,500.88

We do not model all of the institutionalfeatures of 401(k) plans.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.

See Laibson (1997a).
Hewitt Associates (1997). In 1991, the correspondingnumberwas 67 percent.
Hewitt Associates (1997).
Hewitt Associates (1995).
This fact was broughtto our attentionby Eric Engen and William Gale.
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Computationallimitations on the feasible number of state variables
dictated some simplification. Most important,our model neglects the
automaticdeposit featureof 401 (k)s andalso the loan provisions. These
choices mimic those of Engen, Gale, and Scholz.
Conceptual Framework for the 401(k) Simulations

Our analysis is an exercise in comparativestatics. We compare an
economy that has never had and will never have DC plans with one in
which DC plans have always been and will always be available. Because we do not evaluate the transitionpath between steady states, our
analysis does not have direct implications for the short-runimpact of
saving policies.89 Rather, the analysis is useful for highlighting the
long-rundifferences between exponential and hyperbolicmodels.
Because it is not entirely clear what the institutionalpropertiesof a
DC plan system would actually be, we consider a range of arrangements. First, we vary the early withdrawalpenalty rate between 0.10
and 0.50; and we consider even more values in the robustnesschecks
described below. If plan sponsors enforce the financial distress rules
strictly, denying almost all applications, a penalty rate of 1.00 may be
the correctmodeling assumption.If theirenforcementis weak and they
sign off on almost all applications,no matterwhat theirintrinsicmerit,
a penalty rate of 0.10 would be appropriate.Second, we vary the
employer matchingrate between 0 and 0.50, assumingthat employers
match up to 6 percent of income. We explore these variationsboth to
gain insight into existing heterogeneityamongDC plans andto evaluate
the long-runeffects of potential changes to existing rules and practice.
We begin our analysis with representativeexamples of our simulations, postponing a summaryof our various cases until after we introduce an aggregation framework. Figure 13 represents the life-cycle
choices of exponential households in the high school graduategroup
with coefficient of relative risk aversionequal to 1, who have access to
a DC plan with a 0 percent match and a 10 percent penalty for early
withdrawal. The figure plots average liquid wealth (X), average DC
plan wealth (Z), average labor income (Y), and average consumption
89. Many authorshave shown that the short-runeffects of changes in tax policy
often go in the opposite direction to the long-run impacts; see, for example, Engen,
Gale, and Scholz (1994).
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Figure 13. SimulatedAsset, Income, and ConsumptionPaths of Exponential
Households,DefinedContributionPlan Availablea
Thousandsof 1990dollars
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Source:Authors'simulations.
a. Figureplots life-cycle averageconsuimption,pretaxlaborincome, liquid wealth,and wealth in the DC plan for householdswith
high school graduateheads.The DC plan has a 10 percentearly withdrawalpenaltyand no employer match.The coefficient of relative risk aversionis equal to 1.

(C) over the life cycle. Figure 14 representsthese life-cycle choices for
the correspondinghyperbolichouseholds.
Four propertiesstand out in figures 13 and 14. First, most accumulation occurs in DC plan wealth. Second, total accumulationis dramatically larger than in the economy without DC plans (compare with
figures 5 and 7); we quantify this difference below. Third, hyperbolic
consumershold lower levels of liquid assets andhigherlevels of illiquid
assets thanexponentialconsumers.Fourth,growthin DC plan holdings
slows afterage sixty (when the early withdrawalpenaltydropsto zero),
and DC plan holdings start to fall at retirement. Similar patternsare
apparentin the other cases that we consider.
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Figure 14. SimulatedAsset, Income, and ConsumptionPaths of Hyperbolic
Households,Defined ContributionPlan Availablea
Thousandsof 1990dollars
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Source:Authors'simlllations.
a1.Figureplots life-cycle averageconisumption,pretaxlaborincome, liquid wealth, and wealth in the DC planfor householdswith
high school graduateheads.The DC plan has a 10 percentearly withdiawalpenaltyand no employer miatch.The coefficient of relative risk aversionis equal to 1.

All of the magnitudesplotted in figures 13 and 14 are based on per
capita definitions. Linking these per capita magnitudesto national aggregates requires weighting with survival rates and cohort sizes. Aggregationis achieved througha simple overlappinggenerationsmodel.
Aggregation

We rule out general equilibriumeffects by assuming an open economy with a fixed world interest rate. We assume that the economy is
composed of overlappinggenerations. Intercohortpopulationgrows at
1 percent per year; that is, the cohort born in year t is 1 percent larger
than the cohort born in year t - 1. Intercohortper capita magnitudes
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grow at 2 percentper year;thatis, the outcomevariables, such as pretax
income at age thirty-fiveand taxes paid at age thirty-five,of the cohort
born in year t are 2 percent larger than the same outcome variables of
the cohort born in year t - 1. The latter assumptionis slightly distortionary, because it implies that tax bracketsare cohort specific.
We also assumethatthe governmentadjustsexpendituresto maintain
a balancedbudget and carries no debt in steady state. This assumption
engenders a bias against finding that DC plans increase net national
saving when the coefficient of relative risk aversion is equal to 1, and
for findingthat they do so when the coefficient of relative risk aversion
is equal to 3. This bias arises because when the coefficient of relative
risk aversion is equal to 1, all of the economies with DC plans have
higher aggregategovernmenttax receipts thanthe correspondingeconomies withoutDC plans, and when the coefficient of relative risk aversion is equal to 3, they have lower receipts(see tables 11 and 14 below).
To compensatefor this revenueeffect, we simply assume that the governmentrunsa balancedbudget. Note, however, thatwe only undertake
steady-stateanalysis. Any negative effects on governmentsaving that
occur duringthe transitionare not capturedin our steady state simulations. These transitioneffects will reducegovernmentsaving, offsetting
or adding to, respectively, the biases described above.
Our balancedbudget assumptionalso engendersa bias against finding that DC plans are particularlyeffective in hyperbolic economies.
This is because introducingthe DC plan causes revenue to rise by a
greater amount, or fall by a smaller amount, in the hyperbolic economies than in the exponentialeconomies (see tables 11 and 14 below).
This bias occurs with both values of the coefficient of relative risk
aversion.

We summarize our steady-state analysis with three statistics: the
aggregate saving rate, the ratio of government tax revenue to labor
income, and the percentageof DC plan wealth accumulationthat represents additional saving relative to the economy without a DC plan.
Formally, we define aggregateincome as
(GNP),

=

r

Y, + Mt + - (X, + Zt),
R

whereY,representsaggregatelaborincome receiptsexcluding matching
payments, Mt represents aggregate employer matching payments, Xt
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represents the aggregate stock of the liquid asset, Z, represents the
aggregate stock of the DC plan, r representsthe interestrate, andR is
equal to 1 + r. Note that Y, includes defined benefit pension plans,
private and public, since we assume these are funded out of wages on
a pay-as-you-go basis.
Saving is the residualbetweenincome andconsumption,bothprivate
and public:
S,=

(GNP),

-

C,-G,,

where C, represents aggregate private consumptionand G, represents
aggregate governmentconsumption. The balancedbudget assumption
implies that
G, = Tt + E,

-

Bt+1,

whereT,representstaxes paid at time t, E, representsthe value of estates
left at time t, and Bt+1 represents the value of bequests received at
the start of period t + 1. The difference, E, - B+1, representsbequest taxes (not included in Tt), which turn out to be positive in our
simulations 90

The aggregate saving rate is given by
St

(GNP),

The ratio of governmentreceipts to total labor income is given by
G,

Y, + M,

Note that the denominatorof this ratio is the same in the hyperbolic
and exponential economies-Y falls to offset the average match. Finally, the percentageof DC plan wealth accumulationthat represents
new national saving relative to the no DC plan economy is given by

xt + zt - X,
zt
90. The estate tax rate implied by our analysis varies between 50 percent and 75
percent. This is high, but not as high as it looks, because it includes income taxes on
401(k) assets, which are payableon the deathof the consumer.
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where X, representsthe amountof aggregateliquid assets accumulated
in the economy without a DC plan.
Results for Coefficient of Relative Risk Aversion Equal to 1

Table 10 reportssaving rates in the no DC plan and DC plan overlappinggenerationseconomies with coefficient of relativerisk aversion
equal to 1. Saving rates are reportedfor each educationalgroupand for
the whole economy. We first consider the results for the exponential
households.
The exponential economy without a DC plan has a steady-stateaggregatesaving rateof 4.14 percent. The correspondingrates for the DC
plan exponentialeconomies are very different. Considerthe case of 50
percentemployer matching. With a 10 percentwithdrawalpenalty, the
saving rate rises to 7.63 percent;with a 50 percentpenalty, it rises to
8.35 percent. These representincreases of 84.3 percentand 101.7 percent, respectively. With no matching, the percentage increases are
smaller, although still quite large. With a 10 percent penalty, the aggregatesaving rateincreasesby 60.6 percent;with a 50 percentpenalty,
it increases by 64.3 percent.
One would intuitively expect DC plans to have a bigger impact on
hyperboliceconomies, since hyperbolichouseholdsvalue commitment.
Table 10 confirmsthis conjecture.With 50 percentemployermatching
anda 10 percentwithdrawalpenalty, the aggregatesaving rateincreases
by 99.2 percent;and with a 50 percent penalty, it increases by 134.0
percent. With no matching and a 10 percent penalty, the aggregate
saving rate increases by 81.1 percent;and with a 50 percentpenalty, it
increasesby 102.8 percent.These resultsareeven largerthanthe saving
increasesrecordedby the exponentialhouseholds. Definedcontribution
plans generally double the net saving rates in hyperbolic economies
relative to exponentialeconomies.
Three additionalfeatures stand out in the simulationresults. First,
the college graduate group generally realizes the smallest DC plan
effects in percentageterms. Because these householdshave the highest
income levels and are the most patient, they are most likely to hit the
contributioncaps, therebymitigatingthe substitutioneffect. However,
the DC plan effects do not fall monotonicallywith education. In many
cases, they are strongerfor the high school graduategroupthanfor the
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households whose head did not graduatefrom high school, probably
reflecting the fact that the DC plan generates more tax relief for the
high school graduategroup.
Second, hyperbolicconsumersrespondrelativelywell to higherpenalties for early withdrawal.In the case of 50 percentemployer matching, when the penaltyrises from 10 percentto 50 percent,the hyperbolic
saving rate rises from 7.79 percent to 9.15 percent (a 17.5 percent
increase), while the exponentialsaving rateonly rises from7.63 percent
to 8.35 percent (a 9.4 percentincrease). Likewise, in the no matching
case, when the penalty rises from 10 percentto 50 percent, the hyperbolic saving raterises from 7.08 percentto 7.93 percent(a 12.0 percent
increase), while the exponential saving rate rises from 6.65 percentto
6.80 percent (a 2.3 percent increase).
Third, hyperbolicconsumersare relatively less sensitive to the elimination of employer matching. In the case of a 10 percent withdrawal
penalty, removing the match reduces the hyperbolic saving rate from
7.79 percentto 7.08 percent (a 9.1 percentdecrease), while the exponential saving rate falls from 7.63 percent to 6.65 percent (a 12.8
percent decrease). Likewise, in the case of a 50 percent penalty, removing the matchreducesthe hyperbolicsaving rate from 9.15 percent
to 7.93 percent(a 13.3 percentdecrease), while the exponentialsaving
rate falls from 8.35 percentto 6.80 percent(an 18.6 percentdecrease).
In the no matchcondition, exponentialconsumershave relatively weak
incentives to invest. They gain only the tax deferraland pay the price
of lost liquidity. By contrast, hyperbolic consumersboth gain the tax
deferraland partiallybenefit from the lost liquidity.
Turningto the governmentsector, table 11 reportsgovernmentrevenue as a percentageof laborincome. Ourbalancedbudget assumption
implies thatgovernmentrevenueequals governmentconsumption,generating a cost or benefit of the DC plan regime that is not capturedin
the higher saving rate. In all of our simulations with coefficient of
relative risk aversion equal to 1, the DC plan economy is associated
with higher governmentrevenues, and these effects are strongest for
the hyperbolicconsumers.If some of this increasedrevenuewere channeled into saving instead of governmentconsumption,national saving
would rise even higher in the DC plan regime. These increases in
revenue are substantial,representingapproximately1 percentof labor
income.
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In table 12 we reportthe percentageof DC plan accumulationthat
representsnew savings:
x, + z, - it

tz
Note that total new savings is equal to the stock of DC plan wealth
multipliedby the ratio reportedin table 12:
z (X+ z,t

t

zt

This table demonstratesthat, in general, values of (Xt + Zt -X,)/Z
are higher for hyperbolic than for exponential consumers. Hence hyperbolicconsumerssave morethanexponentialconsumersbothbecause
hyperbolicconsumersinvest relatively heavily in DC plan accountsand
because their DC plan investmentsexhibit a uniformlyhigher percentage of new savings.
Finally, our welfare measureis constructedin three steps. We first
calculate the average welfare of households of age t for the economies
with and without DC plans. Note that average welfare is calculated
from the perspectiveof self t. Next, we recordthe consumption(Cj) of
each household at age t. We then find A,, such that giving each t-yearold householdin the no DC plan economy a one-time unexpectedafterraises average welfare in that economy to
tax wealth windfall of XACi,
the same level as average welfare in the DC plan economy. Thus our
It is defined for each self {20, 21, 22, .
welfare measureis 1OOXA.
+
in
the
interest
of brevity we only reportit for selves 20,
T
N}, but
40, 60, 80.
We report the welfare results in table 13. These effects are quite
large. For example, twenty-year-oldhyperbolic high school graduate
householdsin the no DC plan economy need to receive a wealth transfer
equal to 70 percentof consumptionat age twenty to make them as well
off as the average correspondinghousehold in the DC plan economy
with 50 percent employer matching and a 10 percent withdrawalpenalty. This effect compares favorably with that for similarly situated
exponentialhouseholds, who experience a welfare effect of 22 percent
of consumption.Note thatthe welfare gains for exponentialhouseholds
arise from the reductionin the taxation of capital income. The hyper-
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bolic consumersbenefitboth from this tax reductionand from the commitmentpropertiesof the DC plan.
Three patternsstand out in table 13. First, welfare effects are uniformly higher for the hyperbolic households, reflecting the value of
commitment. Second, the absolute magnitudesof the welfare effects
grow until retirement,since early accumulationdisproportionatelybenefits the laterselves who spendthose accumulatedassets. Third,welfare
effects increase monotonically with education, reflecting the fact
that more patient consumers can better exploit tax policies that favor
accumulation.
Coefficient of Relative Risk Aversion Equal to 3

We have shown that perfect commitmentis much more valuable to
hyperbolicconsumerswith coefficient of relativerisk aversionequal to
1 thanto those with coefficient of relative risk aversionequal to 3. The
results reportedbelow confirmthatthe gap between DC plan effects for
exponential and hyperbolicconsumersshrinksas the coefficient of relative risk aversion increases.

Tables 14 to 17 are analogous to tables 10 to 13 for a coefficient of
relativerisk aversionequal to 3. Most of the qualitativeresults in tables
14 to 17 mirrorthose in the earlier tables. In particular,hyperbolic
households uniformly respond more favorably to DC plans than do
exponentialhouseholds. This is true by almost all measures, including
the national saving rate, governmentrevenue, and consumerwelfare.
However, the gaps between the exponential and the hyperbolic effects are much smaller in tables 14 to 17 than in tables 10 to 13. For
example, when the coefficient of relative risk aversion is equal to 3,
DC plans cause the aggregate saving rate in the exponential economy
to rise by between 23.2 percent and 35.5 percent, depending on the
institutional assumptions. Likewise, they cause the aggregate saving
rate in the hyperbolic economy to rise by between 26.2 percent and
38.2 percent. By contrast,when the coefficient of relativerisk aversion
is equal to 1, DC plans cause the aggregatesaving rate in the exponential economy to rise by between 60.6 percent and 101.7 percent,
whereasthey cause the aggregatesaving ratein the hyperboliceconomy
to rise by between 81.1 percent and 134.0 percent.
The choice of the coefficient of relative risk aversion suggests a
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frameworkfor comparingour results with those of Engen, Gale, and
Scholz. These authors assume a coefficient of relative risk aversion
equal to 3 and reportthat DC plans generate increases in the steadystate saving rate of between 9. 1 percentand 17.2 percent, not far from
the range we report above for exponential discounters.9' Our work
complements theirs, confirming their results and showing how they
depend on the coefficient of relative risk aversion.92
In summary, when the coefficient of relative risk aversion is close
to 3, DC plans are predicted to have limited impact, whether or not
preferencesarehyperbolic.By contrast,when the coefficient of relative
risk aversion is close to unity, such plans will have substantialimpact,
and their impact will be even greaterif discount functions are hyperbolic. Unfortunately,we do not have much insight into the value of the
coefficient of relative risk aversion. Our preferredmodel, with coefficient of relative risk aversion equal to 1 and an implied measured
elasticity of intertemporalsubstitution of 0.22, is supportedby the
available empirical evidence. However, it is also possible to make a
case for a coefficient of relativerisk aversionequal to 3 with an implied
elasticity of intertemporalsubstitutionof 0. 15. We hope that future
researchwill be able to pin down these parameters.

Robustness and Extensions
In this section we consider several extensions to our benckmark
model.
Varying the Value of J3

We have discussed above our reasons for setting ,3 equal to 0.85.
While the available experimentalevidence supportsa much lower cal91. Engen, Gale, and Scholz's (1994) analysis is steady state, in the sense that is
performedat a seventy-yearhorizon from the inception of the policy. All consumers
alive at this date have had access to 401(k)s throughouttheir lives.
92. There are other differences between our model and that of Engen, Gale, and
Scholz, but we believe thatthe coefficientof relativerisk aversionassumptionis by far
the most important.In theirmodel, earningsshocks aremorepersistent,the contribution
cap is lower, the bequest process is perfectly predictable,and the median calibrated
discountrate is lower.
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Table 18. AggregateSaving Rate, GovernmentRevenue,and New Savingsfor
Selected Valuesof Oa
Percent
Valueof /8
1

0.85

0.8

Aggregratesavingrateb
No DC plan
WithDC planc
Percentdifferenced

4.1
6.7
60.6

3.9
7.1
81.1

3.9
7.3
86.2

Governmentrevenuee
No DC plan
WithDC planc
Percentdifferenced

13.3
13.5
0.8

13.1
13.6
3.7

13.1
13.7
4.6

New savingsin DC plan'

45.5

51.0

52.0

Item

Source: Authors' simulations.
a. All simulations assume a population comprising the three educational groups in proportions specified in table 10,
note b.
b. Saving as a percentage of income; see table 10, note a.
c. Assumes a 10 percent penalty for early withdrawal and no employer matching contribution.
d. Percent increase in moving from an economy without a DC plan to an economy with a DC plan.
e. Percent of labor income; see table 11, note a.
f. Percent of DC plan savings that represents new savings; see table 12, note a.

ibration, such low values generatepathologies in discretetime models.
We now demonstratehow our results would likely change if we were
to choose lower values of P3.
We reportsimulationresultsfor the exponentialcase, P3equalto 1, our
benchmarkhyperboliccase, ,Bequalto 0.85, and a new case for comparison, P3equal to 0.80. We choose to explore this last case because it is
close to our hyperbolicbenchmarkand does not exhibit the pathologies
discussedabove. For P equalto 0. 80, we follow the stepsdescribedabove
for calibratingthe preferenceparameters.Specifically,we solve for longL
-o that these simulations
run discountfactors-6NHS 0, HS 080
wealthholdings.
replicatethe actuallevel of preretirement
In tables 18 and 19 we reportanalysis for a DC plan with a 10 percent
withdrawalpenalty and no employer matching. To a first approximation, the DC plan effects are approximatelylinear in the magnitudeof
(1 -,B). More precisely, the saving rate effects are slightly concave in
(1 - ,B), while the welfare effects are generally strongly convex in
(1 - ,B).For example, introducingthe DC plan raises the aggregate
saving rate by 60.6 percentin the exponentialcase, 81.1 percentin our
benchmarkhyperbolic case, and 86.2 percent in the new comparison
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Table 19. WelfareImpact of Defined ContributionPlans for Selected Valuesof Oa
Percentof currentconsumption
Valueof ,B
Age

1

0.85

0.8

High school dropouts

20
40
60
80

9
34
154
92

27
81
215
99

41
95
220
118

High school graduates

20
40
60
80

28
104
250
153

71
180
327
192

99
202
334
240

College graduates

20
40
60
80

70
187
300
224

142
242
328
254

183
264
349
277

Education

Source: Authors' simulations.
a. Welfare impact gives cash equivalent value to each consumer of moving from an economy without a DC plan to one
with a DC plan, with the cash value expressed as a percentage of the current annual consumption of the consumer in the
economy without a DC plan. For details of calculation, see table 13, note a. Table assumes a DC plan with a 10 percent
penalty for early withdrawal and no employer matching contribution.

case. It generatesa welfare gain for twenty-year-oldhigh school graduate households equivalent to 28 percentof consumptionin the exponential case, 71 percent of consumptionin our benchmarkhyperbolic
case, and 99 percentof consumptionin the new comparisoncase.
If these results apply globally, the hyperbolic effects-the gap between the hyperbolic and the exponential DC plan simulations-will
rise significantlyas ,Bfalls. The available experimentalevidence suggests that 0.60 is an appropriatecalibrationvalue for P3.If the hyperbolic effects rise linearly with (1 - ,3), the true hyperbolic effect is
two to three times as large as the effects reportedabove, where our
maintainedhypothesis was ,Bequal to 0.85.
Varying the Early Withdrawal Penalty

In the simulationsreportedabove, we considerwithdrawalpenaltiesof
10 percentand 50 percent.In table 20, we also evaluatea widerrangeof
penaltyvalues-1O, 30, 50, and 70 percent-for a representativecase,
with no employermatchingfor high school graduatehouseholdsandcoefficientof relativerisk aversionequalto 1. These simulationsindicatethat
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penaltiesin the neighborhoodof 50 percentare optimalif the goal is to
raisesteady-statenationalsaving. Sucha penaltycreatesa strongincentive
to avoid early withdrawalsfrom the DC plan, but it is not so high as to
discouragecontributionsin the firstplace.
Modeling a World with both Exponential
and Hyperbolic Consumers

All of our simulations are based on the premise that an economy is
eithercompletely exponentialor completely hyperbolic. However, it is
also reasonableto assume that the economy comprises a mixed population of exponential and hyperbolic consumers, where the latter are
relatively more impatientthan the former.
To simulate this case, we assume that each educational group is
evenly divided between exponential and hyperbolicconsumers.93Furthermorewe assume that within each educational group, exponential
and hyperbolic households have the same long-term discount factors:
6COLL. For all consumers, we set the coefficient of relative
6NHS, 8HS,
risk aversionequal to 1. For the exponentialconsumers,we set ,3equal
to 1, and for the hyperbolicconsumerswe set ,3 equal to 0.85. We then
follow the steps described above for calibratingthe preferenceparameters. We solve for the long-run discount factors, so that the mixed
populationreplicates the actual median level of preretirementwealth
holdings. In this way, we obtain long-run discount rates for the three
educational groups of 0.0427, 0.0335, and 0.0257, respectively. As
expected, these discountrates lie close to the midpointsof the discount
ratesfor exponentialand hyperbolicconsumersreportedin our original
calibrationexercise (see table 4). Figure 15 plots the resulting simulations for exponentialandhyperbolicconsumersin the high school graduate group in the economy without a DC plan. The exponential consumers save far more than the correspondinghyperbolicconsumers.
Figure 16 plots the percentageof liquidity-constrainedhigh school
graduatesin our hybrid simulation for an economy with no defined
contributionplan. This graphis comparableto the upperpanel of figure 11, which plots the percentageof liquidity-constrainedconsumers
93. If education is an endogenous outcome, it might make sense to assume that
householdsin the college graduategroup are disproportionatelyexponential:it may be
easier to invest in educationif self-controlis not a problem.
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Figure 15. Simulated Liquid Asset, Income, and Consumption Paths in a
Hybrid World without a Defined Contribution Plana
Thousands of 1990 dollars
----

Liquid wealth,
exponentialconsumerusm

/

/

Liquid wealth,
hyperbolic consumers

200

Consum.ption,
exponential consumers
-----150

\

ItI

Consunmption,
hyperbolic consumers

I

A

income/

100

50

I

{C

30

4

_

40

50

60

70

80

Age
SoLirce: Authors' simulations.
a. Figui-e plots average consum-ption, pretax labor income, and liquid wealth for households with high school graduate heads. The
populatioti comprises 50 percent exponetitial and 50 percent hypet-bolic households, and the iiiodel is calibrated under the assumption that both types of household have the same long-term discount factor (b).

in the nonhybrid simulations. Note that the percentage of liquidityconstrained hyperbolic consumers in figure 16 is greater than in figure
I11, since the hyperbolic consumers in the hybrid simulation are more
impatient than those in the nonhybrid simulation. Similarly, the percentage of liquidity-constrained exponential consumers in figure 16 is
less than in figure I11,because the exponential consumers in the hybrid
simulation are less impatient than those in the nonhybrid simulation.
Using our calibrated hybrid populations, we then evaluate the impact
of DC plans. Table 21 reports the results of this simulation. In our
hybrid economy, exponential consumers experience an increase of 58.0
percent in the steady-state saving rate, while hyperbolic consumers
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Figure 16. Share of High School GraduatesWho Are LiquidityConstrained,
Hybrid Economya
Percentof households

90
80
H~~~1yperbolic
consumers

I

70
60
50
6

Exponiential

40

vcoisuXners

30
20

-~-

/l

10

30

40

50

60

70

80

Age
Source:AuIthors'simiiulations.
at.Figureplots simulatedpercentof households in the high school groLIpwho are liquidityconstrained(less than $400 in liquid
assets) in the economy in which half of consumers are exponential and half are hyperbolic. The coefficient of relative risk
aversionis equal to 1, and exponentialand hyperbolicconsumershave the saine long-terindiscount factor(s).

experience an increase of 86.3 percent, yielding an aggregateincrease
of 68.0 percent. The correspondingincreases in the nonhybridsimulations are 60.6 percentfor exponentialconsumersand 81.1 percentfor
hyperbolic consumers. As expected, the percentagechange in the hybrid simulationsis lower for the exponentialconsumersand higher for
the hyperbolicconsumersthanin the nonhybridsimulations.The reason
for this is that in the hybrid simulationthe exponential consumersare
more patient and the hyperbolicconsumersare more impatientthan in
the nonhybridsimulation, leading to more asset shifting by the former
and less by the latter.
The hybrideconomy suggests a general point about hyperbolicdis-
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Table21. AggregateImpact of Defined ContributionPlans for a Population
ComprisingExponentialand HyperbolicConsumersa
Percent
Exponential
consumers

Hyperbolic
consumers

Aggregate
population

Aggregratesavingrateb
No DC plan
WithDC planc
Percentdifferenced

5.4
8.5
58.0

2.9
5.5
86.3

4.2
7.0
68.0

Governmentrevenuee
No DC plan
WithDC planc
Percentdifferenced

14.3
15.5
8.4

12.4
12.7
2.6

13.4
13.6
1.9

New savingsin DC plan'

44.3

51.9

47.2

Item

Source: Authors' simulations.
a. Table shows the aggregate impact of DC plans under the assumption that the population comprises 50 percent exponential households and 50 percent hyperbolic households. Long-term discount rates are calibrated such that the preretirement
median ratio of wealth to income in the simulated no DC plan economy matches the ratio in the data. The underlying longterm discount rates are the same for all consumers within an educational category. For the share of each educational group
in the population, see table 10, note a.
b. Saving as a percentage of income; see table 10, note a.
c. Assumes a 10 percent penalty for early withdrawal and no employer matching contribution.
d. Percent increase in moving from an economy without a DC plan to an economy with a DC plan.
e. Percent of labor income; see table 11, note a.
f. Percent of DC plan savings that represents new savings; see table 12, note a.

counting. If hyperbolic discounters are relatively more impatient than
exponential discounters (which is true in the hybrid simulation but not
in the nonhybrid simulations), DC plans will have a larger percentage
impact on hyperbolic households than on exponential households, for
two distinct reasons.94 First, hyperbolic households value commitment.
And second, hyperbolic households are relatively impatient and are
therefore less likely to have accumulated assets which they can simply
shift into the DC plan.

Conclusions

and Directions

for Future Research

In this paper we start by showing that life-cycle consumption and
asset accumulation patterns are consistent with a hyperbolic model. At
94. In the nonhybridsimulations,the calibrationguaranteesthatthe exponentialand
hyperbolicconsumersaccumulatethe same amountof preretirementsavings if they do
not have access to the DC plan. In the nonhybridsimulations,the effects of hyperbolic <
are offset by setting lhvprbolic > 8exponetitial
P.rponentiaj
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a first glance, the life-cycle choices of hyperbolicand exponentialconsumers are indistinguishable.However, hyperbolic consumersexhibit
some special regularities that enable researchersto distinguish them
from their exponential counterparts:they are much more likely to encounter liquidity constraints, and they exhibit the anomalousprecautionary saving effects documentedby Dynan.95These hyperbolicphenomena are implied by the generalizedEuler equation.
We then consider anotherdistinctionbetween hyperbolicand exponential behavior. We show that hyperbolicconsumerswill react much
more favorably to defined contributionpension plans than equivalent
exponentialconsumers. Ourbenchmarksimulationsfor an exponential
economy-with coefficient of relative risk aversion equal to 1 and a
measured elasticity of intertemporalsubstitutionof 0.27-show that
DC plans with early withdrawalpenaltiesof between 10 percentand 50
percentraise the steady-statenet national saving rate by 61 percentto
102 percent. By contrast, in a hyperboliceconomy (with coefficient of
relative risk aversion equal to 1 and a measured elasticity of intertemporal substitution of 0.22) such plans raise the steady state net
national saving rate by 81 percent to 134 percent. These results are
sensitive to the calibrationof the coefficient of relative risk aversion.
Higher values of the coefficient of relative risk aversion significantly
reduce the effects of DC plans in both exponential and hyperbolic
economies.

This work should be extended in several directions. First, the magnitudes of the effects that we find need to be examined for hyperbolic
discounterswith values of ,3 below those that we consider. We choose
relativelyhigh values for this parameterto avoid pathologies.The hyperbolic effects would be much strongerfor lower values of ,3, and most
experimentalevidence suggests that a value of 0.6 would best match
consumerpreferences.For reasonswe have discussedabove, simulations
with low values for ,3 need to be implementedin continuoustime.96
Second, the dynamic process that takes an economy from a steady
state without a DC plan to a steady state with a DC plan should be
evaluated. As Engen, Gale, and Scholz, and others have pointed out,
95. Dynan (1993).
96. This requiresan alternativeapproximationto the hyperbolicdiscountfunction.
The quasi-hyperbolicdiscountfunctiondoes not have a directanalogin continuoustime.
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the short-runeffects of a tax incentive often take the opposite sign to
the long-runeffects.97
Third, the set of commitmentdevices available to hyperbolic consumers in the model should be enriched. We comparea world with no
endogenouscommitmentdevices to a world with one endogenouscommitmentdevice: a DC pension plan. In the real world, there are a wide
range of commitmentdevices and the introductionof DC plans may
simply lead hyperbolic consumers to switch from a preexisting commitmentdevice to this new one.
Fourth, if the economy does not in fact contain good alternative
commitment devices, something may be wrong with the hyperbolic
model. If consumers have hyperbolic discount functions and are sophisticated,they shouldwantbanksor otherfinancialinstitutionsto sell
commitment devices. One sees many instrumentswith commitment
properties,but very few thataresold explicitly for this purpose.Perhaps
illiquid assets span the commitmentspace. If they do not, why have
banks not filled the gaps? Are consumers too myopic (or too embarrassed) to seek out explicit commitmentdevices?
Fifth, the other behavioral facets of DC plans should be formally
analyzed. To the extent that such plans do raise national saving, they
may do so for reasons not modeled in this paper. For example, DC
plans simplify the investmentprocess, helpingconsumerswith bounded
rationalitymake good investments;and they make interpersonalcomparisons of saving more transparent,perhapsshaming consumersinto
saving more. Although we do not model automaticdeductions in this
paper, we believe that this popularfeatureof DC plans plays a particularly importantrole in encouragingaccumulation.As Public Agenda
reports, "Americans overwhelmingly (77 percent) prefer to save for
retirementthroughautomaticdeductionsfromtheirpaychecks,with only
a fifth (19 percent)preferringto make a savings decision each time they
get paid."98It is not known why automaticdeductionsare attractive.
Perhapsthey serve as a commitmentdevice. Perhapsthey simplifydecisionmakingfor consumerswith boundedrationality.Definedcontribution
plans use a rich arrayof psychologicallyappealingfeaturesto induce
saving.99Economistsshoulddo moreto understandthese effects.
97. Engen, Gale, and Scholz (1994).
98. Farkasand Johnson(1997, p. 28).
99. See Laibson(1998) for a reviewof the psychologicaleffects inducedby DC plans.

Comments
and Discussion

Robert E. Hall: This papercombines a staggeringamountof empirical
and simulation work with a lot of deep thinking about intertemporal
consumptionchoice. Althoughthe idea of temporallyinconsistentpreferences is not new, the paperadvancesthe empiricalapplicationof this
line of thought tremendously, and I congratulatethe authorsfor their
unusualcombinationof computationaleffort guided by intelligence.
Let me start with a discussion of the three-periodcase with log
utility. Using C, to denote consumptionin period t and ,( to represent
the one-time discount factor, the preferencesof the three selves are as
follows:
As of period

Utility

1
2

ln C1 + ,3(ln C2 + ln C3)
ln C2 + 3 ln C3
ln C3.

3

There is only one inconsistency: self 1 weights utility in period 2 and
in period 3 equally, whereasself 2 puts greaterweight on period 2 than
on period 3.
Assume a zero real interestrate. Then the recursiveequilibriumwith
wealth W is
173
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(II +

+ 213)]

[(1 + 0(I

2=

C3

23)

=

+

+ 0)(I

(

20

Self 3 has a passive role, simply consuming whatever wealth earlier
selves have left to it. Self 2 takes the wealth that self 1 leaves and
divides it between consumption in periods 2 and 3, according to its
preferences, which are tilted toward immediate consumption. Self 1
considers all available wealth and thinks throughthe behaviorof self 2
in the course of deciding how much to consume in period 1 and how
much to leave to self 2. Notice that consumptiondeclines over time.
There is a tendency to spend ratherthan save.
Now suppose that self 1 can commit future levels of consumption.
This would only take a mechanism where self 1 can set aside some
wealth that is inaccessible to self 2 but is available to self 3-pretty
much the effect of a 401(k) plan. The consumptionpatternwith commitmentis as follows:

(II +
C2

C3=

=

21)
p

(+

)

=

(

;

(W+

)

=

(l

;)C3

C2 < C2

> C3

This is the standardconsumerproblemwith log or Cobb-Douglaspreferences. Initial consumptionis higher, but consumptionlevels are the
same in periods 2 and 3. Notice that period 1 consumptionis the same
with andwithoutcommitment.The differencesoccur in period2, where
consumptionis lower with commitment, and in period 3, where consumptionis higher.
Commitmentresults in more midlife saving. As the paper stresses,
self 1 will use a 401(k) or other commitmentmechanismto enforce its
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preferences for equal levels of consumptionin all periods other than
the first, to preventthe declining profileof consumptionthatwill result
from the repeatedattemptsof later selves to spend more on themselves.
One can considerthe selves differentconsumers, and then apply the
standardtheory of consumption externalities to think about welfare.
Each self has externalitieswith the consumptionlevels chosen by future
selves. There is no single welfare or utility functionthat orderslifetime
patternsof consumption.Rather, there is only the partialorderingassociated with Paretocomparisons.Althoughwith realistic lifetimes the
committedpath Pareto-dominatesthe recursiveequilibrium,that is not
the case in this example. Self 2 receives higher utility in the recursive
case.
As in any situation with externalities, a Pareto improvementfrom
the recursiveequilibriumis possible. A small shift of consumptionfrom
period 1 to period 3 would make all selves betteroff. Absent commitment, self 1 cannot bring about that shift. Leaving more wealth to self
2 will result in an increase in period 2 consumption, which is already
excessive by self l's standards.The paperpoints out that commitment
can Pareto-dominatethe recursiveequilibriumif therearemoreperiods.
The correctionof the downwardbias of consumptionover time is beneficial to earlier selves, all of whom place equal weight on later consumption.The resultinghigherlevel of wealth gives more consumption
to later selves, so they benefit as well. But my example shows that this
is not always the case.
As this paper emphasizes-and the earlier work of Laibson and
others on inconsistent preferences demonstrates-panel data on consumptionshow remarkablylittle difference between the consistent and
inconsistent cases. Both result in similar Euler equations. The paper
calls attentionto two differences: liquidity constraintsare binding for
a higher fraction of the population in the inconsistent case, and the
Dynan anomaly occurs with inconsistent but not with consistent preferences. The high incidence of complete liquidity constraints-shown
as a matterof theory and as a matterof data in figures 10 through12is a persuasive part of the case in favor of inconsistency, as I read the
evidence.
An importantfinding is the huge benefit enjoyed by inconsistent
consumers if they have a commitmentmechanism structuredroughly
like a 401(k). Fundscan be placedin the accountvoluntarily,but cannot
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be removed by later selves until retirementage. The 401(k) permits
earlier selves to flatten the later consumptionprofile. The very same
selves who would withdrawfunds from the account if allowed to do so
will put funds into the account precisely because later selves are not
allowed to withdraw!
Consumers with consistent preferences also benefit from 401(k)s.
Thus the widespreaduse of these accounts is not evidence in favor of
inconsistentpreferences. But given persuasiveother evidence, the social value of these accountsseems to be substantial.And the social cost
of provisions that give easier access to them priorto retirementis also
high, as the paperstresses. The ideal 401(k) is administeredby a wise
and knowledgeable outsider who will dispense funds for a true emergency but will block requeststhat would finance higher consumption.
In additionto 401(k)s, the publicuses manyothercommitmentmechanisms. Social security is surely the largest of these. People buy taxdeferredannuitiesandlife insurancewith committedsaving provisions.
They join Christmasclubs. They overpay income taxes so as to get
refunds. The viability of these financial arrangementsand products is
the most persuasiveevidence in favor of inconsistentpreferences. The
evidence is all the strongerbecause these productsare such bad deals
in comparisonwith the best ways to save. The typical 401(k) offers a
variety of mutual funds, each with expenses of around2 percent of
asset value per year (1.2 percentas disclosed expenses and 0.8 percent
as hidden soft dollar tradingcosts). Then, the administratortacks on
anotherpercent or so in fees. These costs take away about half of the
expected real returnof the saving. And Christmasclubs, tax-deferred
annuities, and insurance policies fare even worse. Social security is
currentlya very poor deal for higher wage workers, even though it was
a fantastic deal for earlier generations.
This paper, and all of Laibson's related work on hyperbolicpreferences, deals with people who consume too much, in the sense thatthey
would consume less if they had a good commitment mechanism. I
wonder, though, if therearenot otherpeople with the oppositeproblem:
they are inconsistentin weightingcurrentconsumptionbelow any future
consumption. These people always plan to consume in the future, but
when the future comes around, it seems better to defer consumption
even longer. They die with a large fraction of wealth unspent. These
people would also benefit from a commitmentmechanism, where they
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can commit in one period to consume in later periods. The authors
dismiss this possibility at the beginning of the paper as intuitively
implausible, but I am not so sure.
William G. Gale: Amongthe manycontributionsthatthis papermakes,
two standout: developing a detailed simulationmodel of consumption
and saving underhyperbolicdiscounting, and analyzingtax-basedsaving incentives in thatmodel. I focus on the role of hyperbolicdiscounting and other assumptionsand on the simulationresults.
The authorsassume that people (a) have hyperbolic discount functions; (b) are "sophisticates," that is, they understandthat their longterm discount rates are lower than their short-termrates; and (c) have
a constantcoefficient of relative risk aversion equal to 1. Under these
assumptions, people have a hardtime saving, know they have such a
problem, and find commitmentdevices that help them save to be very
valuable. Forexample, the authorsshow thatthe availabilityof a perfect
commitmentdevice would be worth 36 percentof consumptionat age
twenty.
A key implication of these assumptions is that people would be
willing to pay for a commitmentmechanism.However, thereare almost
no examplesof popularcommitmentdevices thatcost money. The paper
notes there were 10 million participantsin holiday clubs in 1996. Balances, however, appearto be quite small. Blayne Cutler reports that
one bank with a large numberof such accounts had average accumulation of $500 before being liquidated.1This suggests aggregateaccumulationof $5 billion before liquidation, which representsonly 2 percent of annual personal saving, or 0.02 percent of financial assets.
Excess withholdingof income taxes can be explained by many factors
besides its being a method of forced saving, such as uncertainincome
or deductions, biased withholding schedules, costs of changing withholding, and costs of audits.
If there were demand for commitmentmechanisms, they would be
extremelyeasy to create. Workerscould ask theiremployersfor higher
penalties or stricterwithdrawalprocedureson 401(k)s, but typically do
not. In fact, firms that want to raise workers' participationrates in
1. Blayne Cutler, "Buy Today, Pay Yesterday,"AmericanDemographics,December 1993, p. 53.
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401(k) plans often provide more generous provisions for loans and
hardshipwithdrawals;that is, they make 401(k)s less of a commitment
mechanism. Voters could lobby legislators for public policies that
raised the penalty on tax-deferredsaving, but typically do not. Indeed,
the trend in public policy is just the opposite, allowing for increased
withdrawalsfrom tax-deferredaccounts.2
Why won't householdspay to committheirfutureselves? One reason
may simply be that the demandfor commitmentis small. Anothermay
be that households can obtain the level of commitmentthey desire via
tax-favored devices. In fact, almost all popular commitmentdevices
associatedwith saving-such as housing, pensions, 401(k)s, IRAs, and
tax-deferredannuities-possess substantialtax advantages.Even in this
case, however, several factors suggest that demand for commitment
mechanismsmay be small.
First, participationin tax-favoredvehicles appearsto be closely related to their tax benefits. For example, pension coverage, 401(k) participation (conditional on eligibility), and annuitypurchasesrise with
tax rates.3 IRA contributionsplummetedafter the tax preferencesand
advertisingfor such accounts were reduced in 1986, even though the
commitmentaspects-namely, the early withdrawalpenalties-did not
change. This suggests thatcommitmentwas not what motivatedpeople
to participatein the firstplace. Second, those who participatein saving
incentives tend to have relatively large amountsof liquid assets,' suggesting that they do have the self-control to commit to saving without
an explicit commitmentmechanism. Third, only about 10 percent of
households currentlycontributeto IRAs, even though such accounts
provide tax savings for almost all households, and about half of the
workforcedoes not have a 401(k) plan or a pension of any kind.
Finally, a strong demand for commitmentcreates some interesting
hypotheticalpossibilities for economic behaviorthat are worthconsidering. For example, with a strong demand for commitment people
would be willing to accept a lower rate of returnon illiquid assets than
on liquid assets; if tax-favored saving incentives did not exist, con2. The quote from Public Agenda in the paper's introductionis ambiguousas to
whetherrespondentsdo not want their own penalties reduced, or whether, as a matter
of public policy, they thinkthat lower penalties are a bad idea.
3. Engen, Gale, and Scholz (1994); Gentryand Milano (1998).
4. Engen, Gale, and Scholz (1994).
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sumerswould be willing to participatein government-sponsoredilliquid
accounts that were tax-penalized;and consumers would be willing to
sign contractsthat stated, "If I take money out of my 401(k) or IRA
before age y, I will pay x percent of it to . . ." That none of these
activities can be observed in the real world is not in itself evidence that

the demandfor commitmentis small. After all, several constraintsrule
out such behavior: competition among lenders, who prefer to issue
illiquid assets to minimize withdrawalrisks, will generatehigher equilibriumreturnsfor illiquid assets thanfor liquid assets;5the government
already offers tax-favored saving accounts; and side contracts of the
type specifiedabove are apparentlyillegal.6 Nonetheless, such behavior
would be observed if there were a high demandfor commitmentand if
these constraintsdid not exist. In my view, however, such behavioris
not very likely to exist to any great degree, even in the absence of the
constraints.This makes me skeptical that the demandfor commitment
is very large, but analysts can reasonablydiffer on this point.
Together, these factors present a significant challenge for the authors' set of assumptions.Changingany of the threeassumptionswould
make the model more consistent with the real world. Setting the coefficient of relative risk aversionequal to 3 insteadof 1 would reducethe
value of commitmentto 2 percent, ratherthan 36 percent, of consumption at age twenty. Assuming that people are exponential discounters
eliminatesthe value of commitment.And as the authorsnote, assuming
thathouseholdsare naive-that they thinkthey will not have such high
short-termdiscount rates in the future-also eliminates their willingness to commit. Changing any of the three assumptions could also
significantly reduce the effects of 401(k)s on saving, as the authors
show and as is discussed below.
The papercontains an interestingdiscussion of the discrepancybetween actualanddesiredsaving rates. This discrepancyno doubtexists,
but it may be more difficult to interpretthan the authors imply. For
example, they concludethat "such systematic, self-acknowledgederror
contradicts the standard economic model of the maximizing consumer." I believe that this claim is too strong. In conventionaltheory,
the consumerhas unlimitedwantsandlimitedresources.In equilibrium,
5. I am indebtedto David Laibsonfor this point.
6. Laibson(1997a).
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the consumer sets the marginalrate of substitutionbetween any two
goods equal to their price ratios. Thus the consumerhas positive marginal utility of consumingmore of all goods. If askedwhetherhe would
like to save more or "should" save more (or take more leisure, or play
more golf), the consumer may well say yes, but that response may
simply reflect the existence of trade-offs, rather than regret, or the
inability to follow throughon commitments.Only if consumershad a
bliss point (for example, with quadraticutility), above which the marginal utility of increasing consumptionof an item is negative, would
life-cycle consumersnecessarily be expected to answer in the way the
authorsdescribe. Moregenerally, the paperseems to imply thatall gaps
between actions and intentionsare evidence against rationalbehavior.
It seems that other explanationsmight be worth exploring.
The paperanalyzes definedcontributionplans that are voluntaryand
allow tax-deductibleemployee contributionsand matching employer
contributions.The only such plans in the real world are 401(k) plans,
which apply to the privatesector, and their equivalentsin the nonprofit
and public sectors. Other defined contributionplans may not be voluntary and may not allow for tax-deferredemployee contributions.
Turningto the paper'sresults, in the no-401(k) economy, the hyperbolic
model generatesmore borrowing-constrainedhouseholdsthandoes the
exponential model. Which model better fits the real world is unclear.
Using data from the 1983 Survey of ConsumerFinances, if household
borrowingconstraintsare defined in terms of liquid assets, the hyperbolic results appearto be closer to the SCF data than the exponential
results (figures 10 to 12). However, using the same definition, both the
hyperbolic discounting and exponential discounting models underpredict borrowingconstraintsamong fifty to fifty-nine year olds by very
large margins, even though the models are calibratedexplicitly to replicate medianwealth nearthis age. By contrast,if householdborrowing
constraintsare defined in terms of net worth (table 6), both models do
much better at predicting borrowing constraintsamong fifty to fiftynine year olds, butthe likelihoodof being constrainedin the exponential
discounting model is generally closer to the SCF data than is the hyperbolic discounting model. The 1983 SCF also provides a third way
to measure borrowing constraints, by means of a series of questions
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about borrowingbehavior.7Using this definition, about 20 percent of
households in the 1983 survey are constrained.This findingappearsto
be closer to the exponential discounting results than the hyperbolic
discountingresults.
When 401(k) plans are introducedin the model, the results are in
some ways similar to the long-term findings of Engen, Gale, and
Scholz.8 With a 10 percent penalty, a 50 percent match rate, and a
coefficient of relative risk aversion of 3 (that is, an intertemporalelasticity of substitutionof 0.33), Engen, Gale, and Scholz find that 51
percentof 401(k) contributionsare net saving in the long-term, andthat
the national saving rate rises by about 1.0 percentage point. In the
Laibson-Repetto-Tobacmanmodel, using similar assumptions and
either hyperbolicor exponentialdiscounting, about 32 percentof contributionsare net saving (table 16), and private saving rises by about
1.5 percentagepoints (table 14). The resultsdiffer due to less persistent
earningsshocks in the presentmodel thanin those of Engen, Gale, and
Scholz or other papers; a higher 401(k) contributionlimit; different
wage profiles;a differentbequestprocess;anddifferenttime preference
rates. Nevertheless, the overall similarityin long-termresults is striking.

When the coefficient of relative risk aversion is 1, (that is, when the
intertemporalelasticity of substitutionis 1), the effects of 401(k)s are
much larger. The proportionof contributionsthat are net saving is still
close to that of Engen, Gale, and Scholz, with estimates of 54 percent
in the exponentialdiscountingmodel and 60 percentin the hyperbolic
discountingmodel (table 12). The majordifferenceis the overall impact
on saving, with increases in the saving rate of 3.5 percentagepoints in
the exponential discounting model and 3.9 percentage points in the
hyperbolicdiscountingmodel (table 10). This indicatesthe centralimportanceof the assumedvalue of the intertemporalelasticity of substitution, or equivalentlyof the risk aversion coefficient.
The intertemporalelasticity of substitutionis a "deep structural"
parameter.In particular,it measuresthe curvatureof the utility function, when utility depends on consumption in different periods. As
such, in a constantrelative risk aversion utility function, the intertemporal elasticity of substitutionwill always be the inverse of the coeffi7. See Jappelli(1990).
8. Engen, Gale, and Scholz (1994).
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cient of relative risk aversion. In contrast, the observed response of
consumptionto the interest rate-what the authorscall the measured
intertemporalelasticity of substitution-which is reported in table 5
depends on the intertemporalelasticity of substitution, on borrowing
constraints, and on other factors. Researchershave attemptedto estimate the intertemporalelasticity of substitutionwith micro-level and
macro-level data and have generateda wide variety of estimates. Additionally, it is unclear to what extent researchershave identified the
true structuralparameter.Nevertheless, several of those who have developed simulation models have surveyed the empirical literatureand
settled on values of 0.33 or less for the intertemporalelasticity of
substitution.9Some interestingrecent evidence is presentedby Robert
Barsky and others, based on a unique set of questions in the Healthand
RetirementStudy. They find that most individuals' responses are consistent with low values of the intertemporalelasticity of substitution:
between 0.0 and0.36, with a midpointestimateof 0. 18. They conclude
that "virtuallyno respondentshave intertemporalsubstitutionas elastic
as that implied by log utility [that is, equal to 1]."10

Regardlessof the value of the intertemporalelasticity of substitution,
both the Engen-Gale-Scholz and the Laibson-Repetto-Tobacman
models overstate the long-term impact of 401(k)s on the saving rate.
First, both use partial equilibrium models, but increases in saving
should to some extent reduce the level of interestrates. Second, both
models assume universaleligibility for 401(k)s. Third, for most workers, the effective limits on 401(k)s, as set by theirfirms, are muchlower
than $10,000. Fourth, neithermodel allows for net borrowing,in particular, borrowingagainst the 401(k) balance. Fifth, both models assume that otherpensions stay intactas 401(k)s expand, but therehas in
fact been substantialsubstitutionat the firm level between 401(k)s and
aftertaxthriftplans, and between 401(k)s and definedbenefit and non401(k) defined contributionplans.-"Sixth, in the real world there are
alreadymanyotherexisting illiquid assets. Addingthe nth illiquid asset
would presumably have much less impact on saving, if the key is
9. For example, Auerbachand Kotlikoff (1987); Engen, Gale, and Scholz (1994);
Hubbard,Skinner,and Zeldes (1995).
10. Barskyand others (1997, p. 564).
11. See Andrews(1992) for the firstcase; Papke(1997) for the second.
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commitmentmechanism, than adding the first illiquid asset, which is
what the models actually examine.
Four additionalfeatures of the model merit comment. First, by ignoring the transitionto the steady state, the authorsoverstate government saving in the steady state. During the transition, there will be
moretax-deductiblecontributionsthantaxablewithdrawals,so governmentwill likely generatedebt. The model does not accountfor the costs
in steady state of paying off this previously accumulateddebt. Thus the
apparentincrease in governmentrevenues in the steady state may not
translateinto higher net governmentsaving.
Second, boththe hyperbolicdiscountingandexponentialdiscounting
models in this paper appear to contain very high saving elasticities.
Saving rises by 100 percent or more as a result of changing the tax
treatmentof one type of saving andraising the one-periodrateof return
on thatsaving from about3.75 percent(assuminga 25 percentmarginal
tax rate) to 5.0 percent. This one-thirdincrease in the return, coupled
with the 100 percent increase in saving, translatesinto an elasticity of
3-well above standardempiricalestimates.
Third, the results on "percentagechanges in aggregatesaving" are
difficult to interpret.It is never obvious which is the most appropriate
real world saving rate to comparewith the simulatedsaving rates. For
example, the simulationassumesthatdefinedbenefitpensions generate
zero net saving, ignoresretainedearnings,greatlysimplifiesthe implicit
treatmentof capital depreciation, and does not distinguish housing,
other durables, and financial assets. Because the model's pre-401(k)
saving rate is only about4 percent, changingany of these factorswould
affect the saving rate and therefore affect the percentage change in
overall saving. For example, if saving in pensions equals about4 percent of GDP, as it did in the "pre-401(k) economy" of 1971-80, and
these pensions areincludedin the pre-401(k) saving rate, the percentage
increasesin aggregatesaving would be muchlower thanreportedin the
model.12It makes much more sense to focus discussion on percentage
point changes in the saving rate (or in the capital outputratio) and the
proportionof contributionsthat are new saving.
Finally, in my view, it is most appropriateto interpretthe model as
12. Pension saving 1971-80 is from Sabelhaus(1997).
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indicating the effects of the introductionof illiquid assets in general,
ratherthan the introductionof 401(k) or defined contributionplans. In
the steady state, a very large portion of assets end up being held as
401(k)s. For example, when the penalty is 10 percent and the match
rate is 50 percent, about 85 percent of wealth appearsto be in such
plans.13This is higherthanthe figurefor all illiquid assets in the modern
economy.14 However, if the model is really one of "illiquidity" rather
than "401(k)s," it is importantto note that illiquid assets have existed
for a substantialperiod of time-historically, the two most important
have been housing and definedbenefitpensions-and thatthey already
account for over two-thirdsof wealth.15 Thus currentsaving rates may
alreadyreflect the long-termimpactsof illiquid assets on the economy.
In summary,this is a fascinatingand stimulatingpaperthatdevelops
several new and importantdirectionsfor the study of saving behavior.
It is worth emphasizingthat there is a tremendousamountof diversity
in households' sophistication, tastes, and motives for saving, and that
modeling the effects of voluntary tax-based saving incentives under
these circumstancescan be quite difficult. There is no doubt, for example, that the authors are correct in saying that some people are
extremelyunsophisticatedin saving, that there are majorgaps between
statedintentionsandactualbehavior,andthatcommitmentmechanisms
can help some people to save. Yet these findings do not yield clear
implications for the effects of existing saving incentives. Households
thatparticipatein such planstendto have large amountsof othersaving.
Thus it could be that many households are "problem savers" and that
many households participatein voluntary saving incentives, but that
the two groups have not overlappedvery much. It may also be that the
paperprovides strongmotivationfor mandatorysaving ratherthanvoluntary incentives. It is extremely unlikely that any one model will
accurately represent the saving behavior of the entire population.
13. In the exponentialdiscountingmodel, the pre-401(k)saving rateis 4.14 percent,
the post-401(k) saving rate is 7.63 percent (table 10), and 53.9 percent of 401(k)
contributionsare net saving (table 12). This implies that401(k) contributionsequal6.47
[(7.63-4.14)/0.539] percent of GNP, and 84.8 percent (6.47/7.63) of all saving, or
wealth in the steady state. In the analogousmodel with hyperbolicdiscounting,similar
calculationsindicatethat about88 percentof all saving is in 401(k)s.
14. See Laibson(1997a).
15. Laibson(1997a).
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Nevertheless, contributinga fully detailed, alternativeframeworkto
analyze saving and public policy is a significantaccomplishment.
I hope that future work along these lines provides informationon
simulated 401(k) participationrates and clarifies the interpretationof
the saving rate in the model, which would help provide some perspective on the model fit; models the transitionfrom the short run to the
steady state, to provide a sense of what the short-or intermediate-term
effects mightbe andto capturethe full effects on governmentfinancing;
includes analysis of mandatorysaving schemes; and models the effects
of an illiquid saving account with no employer match and no tax preference. The last item, in particular,would provide some evidence of
the value of commitment, per se, that could be compared with real
world phenomena. Furtherresearch on the intertemporalelasticity of
substitutionwould also be of use. While these issues remainunresolved,
the presentpapermakes a majorand welcome contributiontowardour
understandingof saving behaviorand public policy.
George A. Akerlof: This is a very fine paper. It takes an idea that
fundamentallyrevises standardconsumer theory and applies it to aggregatesaving in the United States. The paperalso makesthe important
technical contributionof implementingnew simulationtechniques for
time-inconsistent consumption paths. These techniques represent a
great leap forwardin the ability of economists to critiquepolicies that
affect saving behavior.
The basic idea behind this paper is that presentconsumptionis particularly salient in consumptionchoice. This is modeled by the hyperbolic discountmodel, which says thatshort-rundiscountratesarehigher
than long-run rates of discount. It has been known since the work of
Strotz that such variable discounting will create time-inconsistencyin
decisionmaking.1 The contributionof the recentworkon procrastination
and saving has been to follow Strotz with the assertionthat whatever
may be the mathematical inconveniences engendered by the timeinconsistency of plans, this is in fact the right way to model saving
behaviorbecause it correspondsto actualconsumerbehavior. Supporting this argument,there is a considerablebody of psychological exper1. Strotz (1956).
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iment that would motivate such hyperbolicdiscounting, includingdata
on the discount rates of rats.
In the present paper the authors assume that subjects have correct
expectations:they have rationalexpectationsandareawareof theirown
time inconsistency. As a result, these consumersdo not say, "I should
spend today, because tomorrowI am going to begin to save." Instead,
they say to themselves, "I am impatienttoday, but I will be equally
impatienttomorrow.If I save today, I will be impatienttomorrowand
will spend the money tomorrowratherthan save it for my retirement,
so I might as well spendtoday." Curiously,thatuse of perfectforesight
is just as self-defeating as assumingincorrectlythattoday's bad behavior is only an aberrationbecause tomorrowone will be good.
There are two ways out of the dilemma of low saving for the consumers in this model. The first is to precommitto saving. There are
many devices that allow such precommitment,either as an individual
decision-for example, pension plans-or as a collective decisionfor example, social security. Likewise, one of the attractionsof home
ownershipmay be the forced saving entailed in paying off a mortgage.
An alternativesolution to the dilemma of low saving in the LaibsonRepetto-Tobacmanmodel with perfect foresight is to build up a large
stock of liquid assets. In that case, the marginaldollar saved today is
not likely to be spent at some nearbytime, because of the salience of
present purchases, but instead will be spreadover a long period, as in
the standardversion of the permanentincome hypothesis. Thus the
effects of hyperbolic discounting are small. (This is an implication of
the Euler equation.)
The policy innovationof this paper is a shift in emphasis regarding
saving behavior. In the traditionalmodels of constantdiscounting, as
opposed to hyperbolicdiscounting, undersavingoccurs because savers
face the wrong rate of return.Taxes on capital income generate a gap
between society' s marginalrate of transformationandconsumers'marginal rateof substitutionbetween currentandfutureconsumption.Martin Feldstein, in particular,has demonstratedthatthis gap induces large
deadweight losses as a result of even small taxes on capital income.2
The present paper, while possibly suggesting a reason for the exacerbationof deadweightlosses due to capital income taxation, emphasizes
2. Feldstein(1978).
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anotheraspect of policy towardsaving. It analyzes, for the firsttime in
any realistic way, the gain in utility that will occur if consumers are
able to precommitsaving behavior.
Threenaturefacts especially favor this model over traditionalmodels
of constantdiscountingand consistentconsumptionpaths:the popularity of social security, the saving behavior of young workers, and the
ubiquity of employer-basedpension plans. The hyperbolic model explains the uniform popularityof social security, which acts as a precommitmentdevice to redistributeconsumptionfrom times when people would be tempted to overspend-during their working lives-to
times when they would otherwisebe spendingtoo little-in retirement.
Even with the distortions entailed in such taxation with hyperbolic
discounting, as in this model, such a transferis most likely to improve
welfare significantly. The hyperbolic discounting model explains, as
the standardmodel will not, why the young as well as the old should
be particularlyenthusiasticabout social security.
A second aspect of reality that is consistent with this model but
inconsistent with the standardmodel is the low levels of liquid assets
of younger people. Previous work by Engen shows that with plausibly
calibratedparameters,deadweightlosses due to taxationof capital income with uncertainlabor income are an orderof magnitudeless than
those with certainty-equivalentearnings, if consumptionexpenditures
are liquidity constrained.3This occurs because early in their careers,
workerswill build up a buffer stock of savings for precautionarymotives. In particular,they want to have a nest egg in the event of unemployment. Because these buffer-stocksavings are acquiredearly in
workers'careers,andbecauseearly savings have a long gestationperiod
before retirement,they will greatly reduce the deadweight loss in the
standard(constant discount) model. But the analysis with hyperbolic
discountingis very different. Impatientyoung workersare discouraged
from buildingup liquid assets to spend in the event of job loss, because
these liquid assets would be a temptation.Since consumptiontoday is
particularlysalient, as it would also be in the nearfuture,workerscome
close to spending all of their income early in their careers. Tables 6
and 7 show that high school dropoutsand high school graduatestend
to conform to this patternof saving: they have almost no liquid assets.
3. Engen (1994).
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This importantfact is consistentwith hyperbolic,but not with constant,
discounting. This putative difference between the hyperbolic and the
constantdiscountingmodels is significant. Enough is known about the
asset levels of young people-for example, at the time of divorce-to
suggest that the qualitativepredictionsof the model must be right.
The third naturefact explained by the authors' model is the extent
to which employees delegate to theiremployersthe task of setting aside
pension funds to save for their retirement.These pension plans are a
form of precommitmentthat would be predictedby the model. Indeed,
analysis of the welfare benefits of such pension plans is the central
feature of this paper.
It is my duty as a discussantto generatea few quibbles. An important
contributionto the literatureon saving is that of Bernheim, Skinner,
and Weinberg, who find that consumption declines dramaticallyfor
every wealth quartileon retirement.4Using British data, James Banks,
RichardBlundell, and SarahTannersimilarly find large drops in consumption.5Bernheim, Skinner, and Weinberg argue that the drop in
consumptionat retirementis much largerthan shouldbe expected from
work-relatedexpenditures,especially the dropin such nonworkrelated
categories as food consumed at home. These findings strongly suggest
the presence of considerable myopia in consumption behavior. The
basic Euler equation of the Laibson-Repetto-Tobacmanmodel would
seem to be violated by such a large downwarddiscontinuityat retirement. The authorsare awareof this problem:they have found that very
low values of 1Bare capable of producingsignificantfalls in consumption at retirement,but they lead to consumptionpathsthatare otherwise
implausible.
Anotherviolation of the Eulerconditionis suggested by John Shea.6
He finds thatworkersunderunion contractswith wage cuts reducetheir
consumptionnot at the time when the cut is announced,but when the
pay cut is actually received.
These deviationsfrom whatis easily explainedby the authors'model
I consider to be rathersuperficial;but at the same time, they indicate
that the model of hyperbolicdiscountingpresentedhere shouldbe used
for general messages about saving behavior only, and should not be
4. Bernheim,Skinner,and Weinberg(1997).
5. Banks, Blundell, and Tanner(1995).
6. Shea (1995).
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taken literally to design policies. For example, the model suggests that
workerswill voluntarilymake rationalprecommitmentsif saving plans
allow them to do so. The consumption discontinuities at retirement
suggest, however, thatworkersare yet morepresent-orientedthaneven
the model of this paper would predict. Indeed, naifs have almost no
reasonto precommitvoluntarily:they thinkthatthey will behave better
next period. And William Gale's comment gives furtherevidence that
people tend not to take advantageof opportunitiesto precommit. For
thatreason, those designingpolicy of, for example, 401(k)s andpension
plans should not take the model as the literal truth. It would be a grave
errorto take away from this paperthe message that strengtheningprecommitmentdevices of existing programsis all, or even a substantial
part, of what is needed to rectify saving policy. There is also a need
for nonvoluntarysources of saving, such as often occurs in pension
plans.
To summarize,this is a very importantpaper. It makes operational
a new paradigmof consumptionbehavior that is much more sensitive
to the way that people, pigeons, and rats actually behave than is the
standardconstantdiscountmodel. This paradigmsuggests welfaregains
from policies that commit people to saving (albeit forcibly, ratherthan
voluntarily). Indeed, the institutionsthat have been either collectively
chosen or encouragedby provisions of the tax code to provide for oldage income-in particular,social securityand employer-basedpension
plans-indicate the all-importantrole of governmentalpolicies in counteractingprocrastinationin saving.
General discussion: In reply to William Gale's comments about the
coefficient of relative risk aversion, Laibson said that previous authors
had based their calibrationchoices on the incorrectassumptionthat the
measuredelasticity of intertemporalsubstitution(the sensitivity of the
slope of the consumptionpathto changesin the real interestrate)equals
the truevalue of the elasticity of intertemporalsubstitution(the inverse
of the coefficient of relative aversion). In a buffer-stock world, the
measuredelasticity actually lies below the true elasticity. Hence, previous calibrationsof the coefficient of relative risk aversion suffered
from an upwardbias. In addition, Laibsonsuggested several reasons to
be skeptical of the survey evidence of Robert Barsky and others cited
by Gale. In particular,their survey biases respondentstowardpicking
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a relatively or perfectly flat consumptionpath (due to framingeffects,
end-point aversion, and discontinuity aversion) for all values of the
interestrate.
ChristopherCarrolloffered an explanationfor why the authorsfound
a much largerresponse to 401(k) availability in the exponentialmodel
than previous researchershave found. The interestelasticity of saving
in a model with exponentialdiscounting and uncertaintydepends crucially on whether consumers would save or dissave in the absence of
uncertainty,which depends, in turn, on the relationshipbetween interest rates, the time preferencerate, and the growth rate of income. As
consumersbecome more "impatient" in this sense, their interestelasticity of saving approacheszero, since very impatientconsumersonly
hold assets for precautionaryreasons, and changing the interest rates
has little effect on the precautionarymotivationfor saving. By contrast,
"patient" consumers, who would be savers in the absence of uncertainty, can have extremely high interest elasticities of saving. Carroll
inferred that the authors' choices of parametervalues, especially for
the intertemporalelasticity of substitution, appear to result in consumers who, prior to 401(k) availability, are close to the knife edge
betweenpatienceandimpatience.Whenofferedthe substantiallyhigher
aftertax rate of returnof a 401(k) plan, they decisively move to the
patient side, where the interest elasticity of saving is high.
Benjamin Friedmanbelieved that at many if not most U.S. firms,
the great majorityof employees are unwilling to participatein 401(k)s
unless they are, in effect, bribedto do so by the matchingcontributions
of their employers. He found this fact problematic, whetherfrom the
perspective of tax advantagesor an attractionbased on commitment.
William Gale addedotherreasons to questionhow good a commitment
mechanism401(k) plans are. People can and do borrowagainst401(k)
balances. Households that are eligible for 401(k)s tend to have higher
mortgagedebt thanotherhouseholds, controllingfor otherfactors. And
people may unintentionally"undo" the saving effects of 401(k)s by
borrowing, even if they do not mean to arbitragethe system. For example, a household that starts contributingto a 401(k) but does not
change any consumptionbehavior would, at the end of the year, end
up with more debt. He noted that an earlierpaperby David Laibson on
hyperbolic discounting, undersaving, and saving policy discusses the
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fact that one can borrow against 401(k)s and undo the commitment
mechanism.
William Dickens believed that the hyperbolicmodel did not capture
the reasons for commitment through instrumentssuch as Christmas
clubs and savings bonds. In his view, the main motivation for these
forms of investmentis to insulate savings from impulse spending. People know that in some periods they will not be able to control themselves, but will spend more thanthey should. Such episodic and unpredictable behavior is time inconsistent but would require a different
theoretical model than the authors' hyperbolic. Gale added that some
of the evidence presented in favor of psychological models may be
overstated.Whetherhouseholdsare saving enough for retirementis not
entirely clear, and there is substantialheterogeneityin saving behavior
and the adequacy of wealth preparations.Whether consumers implement downward-slopingconsumption profiles is not obvious either.
There is some evidence that most working households that are not
borrowingconstrainedexhibit rising consumptionprofiles.
Gale suggested that household responses on motives for saving in
the Survey of ConsumerFinances may be a useful source for understandingsaving. In the 1995 SCF, 31 percent of all households stated
thatconcernsaboutunemploymentor uncertainincome were a primary
motive for saving-the single most frequentresponse. This frequency
was fairly constantacross age groupsand also across years. The second
most frequentresponse was saving for retirement,cited as a primary
motive by 23 percentof householdsin the 1995 SCF. Not surprisingly,
the frequencyof this response increaseswith age until it dropsafter age
sixty-five. Thus people seem to feel thatthey are saving predominantly
for precautionaryreasonsand for retirement.One alternativereasonfor
saving suggested by the SCF is: "wise/prudentthing to do; good discipline to save; habit." Only a tiny fractionof households cited this as
a primarysaving motive in the 1995 SCF. Anotherpossible response
in the survey is: "don't/can't save; have no money." Only about
6 percent of households underthe age of sixty-five gave this response
in 1995. Gale reasoned that these findings are not what one would
expect from hyperbolicconsumers.
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